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vious revolution.
Baltimore to Washington today
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overalls,
Daniels, who commended
Campa was captured by United
the Nebraskan to his fellow workers
about Mexican and Central American States Marshal A. Overlock, Sheriff
as "the greatest American of his day."
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Bryan's third address was scheduled
ing secretary of state, W. T. S. Boyle, show of resistance.
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state department.
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Sedalia, Mo., Sept. 23. "Signs of
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the times indicate the only way the
The gravity of the situation in Nic- location of the remainder of their
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ond the latest reports on the situation clared that he was surprised by the
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unexpected opposition he met at the
were laid before the president.
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e
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not long defer action in the interest pursuing federals and practically des-- o
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seek safety in the United States with
now in the Tampico jail.
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HooKiana, Las cruces; wants of the people as shown" by my
ed by troops from Naco and Cananea pas and the court officials to secure
of appeals says that we can not have of Roosevelt and Johnson
k. l. Haney, reCord at the last session of the
Washington, D. C, Sept. 23. The and the rebels chased into the hills. an amelioration of the condition of the
a workman's compensation act. Our ly successful at the primaries and the j'.. r. Bujac,A. uansDaa;
W. Morningstar, Silver jslature of this state.
outcome of the republican convention
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Spnta Rosa; John M. McTeer,
Coast line and a south bound train ran court of Tamaulipas in ordering the
national legislation as the progressive
if the courts make such a decision the program will introduce a resolution en
ing; Fred Sherman, Deming; C. C. party stands for, .and for' the enact- ing a large force to remove from of- into it before its destruction was dis- Imprisonment
They
constitution
again of Nichols who
made
who
the
people
President Taft and if, as they Manning, Gallup; .1. A. Sneddon, Gal ment of which it Is pledged to the fice the chief of police, who, defying covered. The engine tender and one previously to the
appeal had been reshould have, the chance to say what dorsing it is
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of
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Brown,
will
govern- car were
walk lup;
authority
Roy;
expect,
defeated, they
into a shallow moved from the jail and kept under
people.
precipitated
they meant when they made it."
ment, threatens to destroy the city in
Roy; George Curry, Tularosa;
out, organizing a convention of their
Yours very truly,
but none was seriously injur guard at the local hospital.
BRYAN ON TRAIL.
case he is attacked. The consul re- canyon,
own, and nominate their own set of Frank W. Beach, Alamogordo; O. O.
The ambassador has been advised
ed. A report from Empalme to Tucson
de
BACA.
MARCOS
C.
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 23. When
ports unrest in the country districts reported 50 rebels under Valenzuela that Nichols is ill and that his life Is
electors,
thereafter, bring- Gragg, Nara Visa; C. H. Connell, Nara
William J. Bryan arrived here today ing suit immediately
EDITOR SOSA JOINS PROGRESin the federal courts to con- Visa; Herculano Martinez; Truchas;
around Foochow.
which is in jeopardy as a result of his confineannroachintr Fundicion.
on the trail of Roosevelt, he was first test the
SIVES.
The state department is not likely truarded by 15 rurales. A part of ment.
right of the Roosevelt elec- Wm. Schnepple, Espanola; Wm. W.
taken to breakfast by a committee of tors to a place on the November bal- Nuzum, Taiban; A. B. Austin, Por- Voz de Espanola, recently establish to change its attitude toward the new
The charge against him is the killCampa's band cut the telegraph wires
women and then almost mobbed by lot under the
"republi- tales; M. C. de Baca, Bernalillo; Abel ed by F. L. Sosa and edited by him, Chinese republic as the results of the at
designation
of a bandit, Caballos, who had
and
ing
near
Carbo,
Sunday,
Puerto,
enthusiastic democrats in the lobby can."
Perea, Bernalillo; Jay Turley, Aztec; will hereafter fight for the progressive letter by the Chinese Society of Amer fled
,
Colonel been pursued by the authorities for
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present ica to President Taft, asking for the Giron and 2G7 federals.
months.
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23. Wil- D.
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Washington.
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day. ute that the democrats, who have no Las Vegas; M. A. Otero, Santa Fe; as they have to so many citizens, not ment. Officials feel that the appeal is
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At the breakfast table there were contest, and the Roosevelt progres G. W. Prichard, Santa Fe; Robert; only in New Mexico, and the new,
founded upon a misconception of the American
captured by Mexican rebels,
besides the women voters, represen- sives, have both taken the precaution
Cuchillo; R. H. Trujillo, Taos;jly Spanish paper will hereafter stand conditions existing in China.
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After the address in the hotel, tors on the ballot if It can obtain peti Estancia;
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More and more the need of a change powers in its determination to insure sage
Ambassador
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Bryan was escorted to an automobile tion signatures equal in number to Joseph Gill, Clayton; W. M. Berger, is being forced upon the attention of the existence of the new republic as
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convention the manner in which they have beea should be deferred
set speech was delivered to a throng Taft men have disdained a petition and
until the present and better treatment for W. C. Nichwill stand on the contention that they that met at Albuquerque on the lOtti dictated to and controlled. This new
that packed the ediiloe.
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without
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The perpetrators acted with malice, not even drive an automobile."
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month.
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an opposite
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but the real K. Mason declared he was and pursued the automobile were managed and controlled by aas set
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raid
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federal
troops,
following
reYou
Bank.
not in the mountains and knew noth- fired upon three times by the highway- political jugglers,, who stand
will
receive
City
men. No one got the license number. bling blocks to progressive principles
mining camps and the lines of the a riot of 1500 public school boys who
ing of the affair.
is
much
If
it
which
will
in
one
on
Southern Pacific. Emilio P. Campa took this means of protesting against
was
legislation
to
only
a bank and progressive
his way
ceipt.
The bogus Mason is now being Popper
interested. We cannot
are
rebel
leader and his staff crossed the transfer of their principals. Pupils of
when
robbed.
the
people
In
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of
police.
success
new
sought by
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enacted
see
to
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American
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which
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BUTTER GOING UP.
parties
The identity of routed the janitors with showers of
States authorities.
departy stands, until the two old
would
of
tions
masses
said: "The published account of my
people
at the polls. I believe
the rebel leader was not known until vegetables and terrorized the neigh-thi- s
beaten
are
inmust
have
been
suicide
supposed
Elgin, 111., Sept 23. The quotation that all political power should come cline
from
sources
morning when, after a posse iden- - borhood. The youngsters paraded the
spired by some persons who wished to committee of the Elgin butter board direct
and I am'
voters,
the
from
tification
by Dr. Ruffo, who calls him-- streets and prevented the children
old
do me harm, I have no enemies that I this afternoon declared butter firm at
in
legare
demanding
that
self
the
satisfied
they
Marquis of Scilla, he ad-- ' who did not join them from entering
'
know of, and I cannot for a minute be 281-- cento.
COMMITTEE. mitted his identity and said he was the school buildings.'
islation contended for by the progres- Pittsburg, Kan., Sept. 23. A large
crowd gathered in the public square
to hear Colonel Roosevelt speak here
today. People who were unable to get
close enough to the platform to hear
him, climbed trees and telephone
poles. In the crush, one woman fainted and Colonel Roosevelt sent his
physician to care for her.
"Don't you want an umbrella, colonel?" a woman called out. "the sun
Is mighty hot."
"On, no," said the colonel, "you'll
have to use a club to kill me."
In his speech, Colonel Roosevelt de
fended the recall of judiciary decis
ions. He also referred to his tilt last
spring with Congressman P. P. Camp- bell of Kansas, after the congressman expressed the opinion that the
colonel was "appealing to the bleach- -
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LAWYER BARTH
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ticaping a Woman

'Generally means helping an entire family.
Her back aches bo she can hardly drag
Her nerves are on eage ana ane
Estancia, N. M., Sept. 23. The Sep- ground.
Headache and Sleepless18 nearly wild.
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TheC APITAL Tailor
SAYS
unless you get entire
unless
satisfaction

HL

your clothes keep
their shape, wear
well, look well, you

are not getting what
you should. Putsome
thought into this, as
you would into any
business proposition,
HAVE
THE

SUIT MADE BY

0UR

CAPITAL

TAILOR

and

don't waste money on unsatisfactory clothes.

are good
enough, but not for you
Clothes

Read -- Made

A. E. SYUFY.

THE FORUM.
DISREGARD OF LAW.
To the Editor of the New Mexican:
A good many of us thought
that
when New Mexico was a state and had
its constitution and laws, there would
be less disregard
for their clear

ELOQUENT MEN
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES Save,1 Your
WILL BE HEARD
MASONIC.
FOR RHODES at The
AT SALT LAKE
Montezuma Lodge

Now as to the lnws.
eleven years there
has been a law to prevent the employ-

For more than

MILITARY

!

Salt hake City, Utah,
Senator A. II. Fall, W.

A

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at

provisions than before.
, Hut what are our constitution and
laws for? Of what us are they if not
obeyed? And what are we coming to
when high officials are the transgressors?
For example, the constitution provides that each state institution shall
be governed by a board of members
to be appointed by the governor, "not
niore than three of whom shall be-- j
long to the same political party when
appointed." The wisdom of this isl
evident, but right or wrong, there it
U in plain words. And yet the gov- ernor appointed four of the live in
several cases from the active demo
crats of the state, and there they are
today, serving in direct violation of
the law.
Take another case.
In order to insure careful and well but a little observation showed that
considered legislation the constitution the difficulty was caused by the reckprovides that every bill shall be print- less and careless use of water on
ed and read three different times in lawns, etc., where it was left
running
each house; the third reading shall
day and night. At the very time when
be in full. And yet every day while water was
most scarce, I passed
the senate was in session, you could
some with very spacious
houses,
see Mr. Holt arise solemnly in his
lawns, where the sound of the perpetplace and say "Mr. President, I move
water was to be heard
that this bill be considered as printed, ually running
through the entire night. Such a
read three times on separate
days waste is not only thoughtless, but aland the last time in full, and placed
most wicked.
or; its passage." Just as if "consider
Why cannot the company give cer
a
was
me
as
same
uone,
ing
ining
tain
hours for irrigation and sprinkdone.
it
would
Or, he
"having"
say
ling and absolutely forbid such use at
j"l move that the Journal show that other
times? In every large cityj
this bill was read three times, and
that it be now passed." Just as if there is such a rule, the hours for
a lie in the official report made up for sprinkling generally being from 6 to
S a. m. and 4 to C p. m.
If the comall deficiencies.
So much for the constitution. There pany will make such a regulation and
are plenty of instances showing ab- - enforce it, there will be no more
solute requirements which the highest scarcity or deficiency of pressure.
OBSERVER.
officials have utterly disregarded.

ECOMONY
GROCERY

be the twenty-first- ,
birthday of the
congress itself and In addition it will
celebrate the sixty-fiftanniversary
irriof the inception of Anglo-Saxogation. Oddly enough both of these
anniversaries will be celebrated at the
very place where they originated for
ir was at Salt Lake City that the Na- tional Irrigation congress first sprang
into being and at the same place the
first water was turned onto land for
irrigation purposes by

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
tne third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Mason- ic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in- vited to attend.

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than place your order with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
strictly up to date.

B. P. O. E.

h
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S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
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Santa

Fe
M.

A. G. WHITT1ER,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
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FAIRS PRODUCT

EXPOSITION

Oct. 1st to 4th, 1912

$17.75
For the round trip from Santa Fe N. M.
One first class fare 'for the round
trip from all points in New Mexico to Roswell and return.
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct.
1 and 2.
Return limit October 7,

Camp
W. a.

1912.

s.

H

Consul.

Santa Fe, N.

LUTZ, Agent

THE

F. W. FARMER

Homestead

No

Br o t h e r
hood of Amen
can Yoemen,
Meets first Kri
day of t h e

2879,

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H, Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodgs
regularly

weis
renews Hall.
always welcome.
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WASHINGTON LETTER.
(Dy Gilson Gardner.)

PRICE LIST.
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Visiting

investigation of the matter, as follows:
"Honduras gets its debts paid and
stands pledged to spend three million,
two hundred thousand dollars in im
proving its transportation system as
the Morgan syndicate may direct. In
return its hands are tied for forty
CONVENTION
years. Until 1951, or during the life
of the bond, its revenue, its custom
house, its railroads and wharves are
to be turned over to men selected or
18
1912
approved by the fiscal agent of the
loan with the army and navy of the
$60.00
United States behind him. The presi
Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
dent of the United States shall apLake.
prove the selection of the collector
$76.50
of
the
and
governcustoms,
general
ment of the United States shall 'afford
Going one way via Denver, the
him such protection as it shall deem other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Re
necessary.' During all this time the,
rate of import or export duties shall turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
not be changed without the permis-- j H. S. LUTZ, A?ent. Santa Fe, IN. M.
sion of the government of the United

W.CJ.U.

lands for railroad and other enter- ;
D.
Oppos-prises; the use of water powers for
C, Sept. 2j.
Washington,
ing George W, Norris, progressive thirty miles on each side of the procandidate for the United States sen-- ! posed road; the free use of coal and
ate In Nebraska, is A. C. Shallenberg- - petroleum found along the route of
er, democrat, former member of con- - the road, ten cents a ton royalty to be
press and in 1900 to 1911, Governor of paid on such products sold to outside
Nebraska. Before the election is over parties, the ownership of all mines
Governor Shallenberger will be called found within eighty meters of the rail-- !
the right to establish banks;
upon to explain wny ne is not
In perpetuity
qualified for the senate by personal and finally, exemption
One-li-2
2
not
over
inches kMf
ISc
Stamp,
interest in a speculative enterprise hi from all taxes, national, municipal, or
Each additional line en stamp
10c
Honduras which would be affected by special assessment, together with free
One-lin- e
the passage of the Honduran treaty, entry into the country for all ma
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-2
2
.
over
over
3
not
and
Inches leaf. 20c
Stamp,
llow awaiting ratification by the
terials and supplies which the comEach additional line on stamp
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stamp, over 3 -2 and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
The name of Governor A. C. Shall-- ! import; and half the net revenue from
Each additional line on same stamp..
20c
enberger is printed among the list of the dockage fees at Truillo, the ocean
One-lin- e
directors in a prospectus published in terminus of the road."
16c
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Chicago
setting forth the opportunities
The undesirability of having men in States."
Each additional line, same price. (Carved lines
In this connection it is significant
s
for exploitation in Honduras secured the senate who might vote their
as recently as September 18, an
on Stamp count as two Mites).
under a concession which was negoIn speculative enterprises af- that
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches loaf
25c extra
tiated while Charles Warren Fair- - fecting Central America republics is official note prepared by Huntington
banks was vice president, and sup- - shown by the history of the treaties Wilson, acting for Secretary Knox, has
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
been sent to Nicaragua, serving notice
posedly through the latter's influence negotiated by Secretary Knox with on Central American
over one-ha- lf
Inch in size, we charge for one Hae for each
republics that
This supposition is supported by the Honduras and Nicaragua.
the United States will use the army
one-ha-lf
Inch or fraction.
fact that I.. H. Fairbanks, of Mans
Before the Honduran treaty was
In preventing any revolutions
presi- negotiated, J. P. Morgan Ac Company, and navy
field, 111., brother of the
DATES, ETC.
which
are
calculated to disturb the inas
dent, appears in the prospectus
through its London house, bought in a vestments of J. P. Morgan & ComLocal Dater any town and date, for -2 inch
Mc
president of the ten million dollar large proportion of the comparatively
These are not the exact words,
company. William D. Fairbanks, of worthless Honduran securities which pany.
. 50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
but Buch is the effect of the note.
dia
is
also
another
brother,
Decatur,
had been kicking around the garrets
The pressure which in the part, has
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 men.... 35c
rector and two other relatives by mar- of Europe for years. These were
been brought to bear for the senate's
25c
vice
Regular Line Dstsr racatSs, day sad year, 18 inch
apof
the'former
a
concern
to
and
over
president
turned
riage
holding
support of this "dollar diplomacy"
Defiance Model Band Dater
pear in the list of the official promot- a circular was issued promising pay1.50
in dealing with the Central
policy
is
Senor ment of "fifteen pounds, in respect of
ers. Another party interested
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
American republics, shows why in1.50
Dr. Miguel W. Bustillo, who was sec- each hundred pound bond and unpaid
fluences like "the Morgan group" like
Pearl Check Protector
retary of the treasury for Honduras interest coupons if and when an ar- to have men like A. C. Shallenberger,
SELF-INKIN- G
was
vice
while Mr. Fairbanks
presi- rangement satisfactory to Messrs. J. in
STAMP PADS.
that branch of congress, and why
dent.
P. Morgan & Company is concluded the
3-- 4,
1
15 ctss
should send the other kind,
2x3 3--4, 25 ctsj 2
2,
25 cts;
Governor Shallenberger's
prospect between the United States of America like people W. Norris.
George
35 cts: 3
60 cts; 4
2
com
out
2,
ot
this
75 cts;
of
for making money
Honduras for the
and the republic
DESPONDENT WOMEN.
85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
4
pany, particularly if he were in the settlement of the debt of which the
Of course a woman will naturally
senate, where he could aid in securing deposited securities form part.'
see the dark side of everything when;
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
the ratification of the pending Hon
This circular was sent out early in
tortured by some form of fenwle dls-out
is
in
the
set
duras treaty,
pros 1910. It did not become public until ease
cannot find re- a year or so later, after our state de- lief. from which she
pectus as fol.ows:
"The company is given one million partment had ratified a treaty with
No woman can be happy when!
acres of land along the proposed route Honduras which evidently was "satisare irregularities, nervousness,
there
SANTA FE, NEW MPCICO.
of which factory to J. P. Morgan & Company."
of the road,
dragging down
is covered with huge pine and mahog- The influence of the state department backache, headache, ulceration
or dis-- ;
pains, inflammation,
of
free
;
to
was
forests
and
of
the
way
through
any
right
president
brought
placements.
towns
the
and
bear heavily on the senate during the
all public lands,
cities;
Such women should remember that
to make all freight sessions of congress past to secure
E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com-- j
Let Him Know It If you are out of state. If you have any special tal- unrestrained right
Lydia
rates, which are never to be lower the ratification of this treaty, and one pound will go to the root of the evil.
do
not
It
hide
a
under
bushel
ent,
must
let the employer
a position, you
than twenty-fiv- e
per cent above the similar to it affecting Nicaragua. The and quickly dispel these troubles. It
Work for the New Mexican. It Is cost of transportation; the right to financial arrangement proposed by has been
know it. A want advertisement in the
the safeguard of woman's
ness and professional nwn In the city working for you, for Santa Fa and give rebates to favored patrons; the Morgan & Company Is summed up by health for
nearly forty years and
V
and county and a great many In the the new state.
right of cutting timber on the public Henry M. Hyde, who made a careful druggists sell large quantities of it.

NET"

Is the name of the big fifteen thousand dollar serial story which will appear in Tin; Weekly Kansas City Star
toon, fur the newspaper rights of
which the author received 115,000.
The story, pronounced the greatest
this paimlur novelist has written, will
not be published as a book until it
has run serially in this newspaper.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors of
an absorbing and fascinating love
Ptory. The story, while tragic in tone,
' nas the humor. SDriehtliness and ar.
tlon that have
characterized his
previous successes.
"The Net" will be continued In lib
eral installments each week, with fifteen powerful illustrations by Howard
Giles. The subscription price Of Tho
Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents a
year.
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
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PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct.
to 26th,

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby giv n that Jose N.
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
No. 11515, for S
SE
Section 33,
S
SW
Section 34, Township
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- tion to make
proof, to establish
ciaim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 15th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Augustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2
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NEW MEXICAN

HI.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 2C9, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p m
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
copy.
DAVID GONZALES,
Secretary.
Address
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY STAR
Kansas City, Mo.

Supt.

1

1-

IVi

ing neighbors welcome.

FIND

ne

Pecos

meets second Tuesday each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit

L.INE

catal-

YOURSELF
WRITING THE
SAME THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
YOU

Street

Roswe,lN.M.
QTS
Valley
(pShSl

P. O. E.,

B.

4G0,

W. A. F1NLAV.

Rubber Stamps.

Jr.

32.

holds Its regular
session on the second
and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting
brothers are invited and welcome.

13514,

Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3, 700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ouen air
work throughout th! entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea stern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.
Regents
E. A. CAHOOJi. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Trewurer.
JOHN W. PoE, Secretary.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

309 San Francisco

FRANK T. BLAND Y,
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.

HABIT.

H. BLAIN,

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.

Santa Fe LodgeNo.

Work for the New Mexican.
It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state

A FAMILY

J.

Venerable Master.

Anglo-Saxon-

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

For particulars and illustrated
ogue, address,

at Right Prices"

"All

.1

I

.. ..

J.F.RHOADS

'The West Point of the Southwest.

m

Tables,

Galisteo Street
::

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

J

Novelty Shop,

For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad-

.

IT MAY BE WELL TO
KEEP A) EYE Oi) THE
CLOTHES

Orders

j

V.

UNCLE SAM IS LAUNDERING PAPER MONEY.

INSTITUTE

HREff

Sept. 2H.
ders, Common Ladders, IronE. Garrison,
ing
Upholstering,
ment of professors or teachers af- president New Mexico College of AgMasonic Hall at
flicted with consumption.
Furniture
and all
That is ricultural & Mechanical Arts, and
Repairing
7:30.
certainly long enough for the law to Alex McPherson, of Roswell, are in- Kinds
of
Work.
Repair
ALAN
R. McCOKD, W. M.
be known, and yet only recently the eluded in (lie list of speakers who will
CHAS.
104
UNNEV, Secretary.
governing body of one of the state take part in the deliberations of the
institutions employed a man in a re- Twentieth National Irrigation
SANTA FE, N.-conTelephone 157 W.
Santa Fe Chapter No
All work guaranteed first class.
sponsible position as professor who is gress which meets in Salt Lake, Sep1, R. A. M.
Regular
evidently a consumptive and came to tember :;n to October .'!, 1912. Dr. Garconvocation
second
New Mexico on that account.
rison will speak on the subject of
Monday of each month
Before the legislature proceeds to "Good Roails," and Mr. .McPherson
at Masonic Hall at
pass new laws, would it not be well will discuss "Pumping for Irrigation."
7:30 p. m.
to see the old ones obeyed?
Under the direction of Chairman
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
INQUIRER.
A.
Snow
of
TJtah
of
the
board
George
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H. P.
control these plans are rapidly ap-- !
Seer tary.
WASTE OF WATER.
on Septem-and
proaehing
perfection
During much of the summer the ber 30, Salt Lake City will
Santa Fe Commandery
pressure in the water pipes has been the erreatesr nnrl ninar inaugurate
ImnnW.mf
No. 1, K. T. Regular
quite low and several times the supgathering ever brought together to
conclave fourth Monply was nearly exhausted. If a fire celebrate
irrigation's progress and
had occurred the result, would have
day in each month at
discuss questions pertinent to its fuMasonic Hall at 7:30
Go ids
been as disastrous as when the cap-ito- l ture
development.
p. m.
was burned.
The 1912 session of the Irrigation
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Now, if this could not be remedied
13 THE MOTTO OF
it would present a serious question, congress will be the anniversary of W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
two important events. First it will

HERE ARE SOME POSSIBILITIES WHEN IT BECOMES

NEW MEXICO
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PRINTING CO.

three-quarte-
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RIO GRANDE
the
(Same Line of

VERY LOW

ONE-WA-

Y

World)

FARES FROM D.

&

R.

GRANDE R. R. STATIONS TO

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On Sale September 25th

to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call on or write your local agent or

W. D. SHEA, T. P. A.,
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
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Relatives and friends of Sneed ,an.t
Boyce family, are here In lars
numbers. The grand Jury
CLANS GATHER
morning and immediately began
AT AMARILLO this
investigation of charges against B. U
Epping, the farmer arrested at Pad
"Amarillo, Texas, Sept. 23. The ha- cah Thursday in connection with tna
beas corpus proceeding in behalf of shooting of Boyce.
John Beal Sneed, charged with the
You cannot get up to Jate printing
murder of Al G. Boyce, was scheduled
material
to begin here this afternoon before unless you have
and facilities. The New Mexican
Judge J, M. Browning. Sheriff
and twenty special deputies were Printing Company hag both, and a
the same time expert mechanics. Yon
Dfepared to follow the court's order
are always assured personal at
orders
to
admisall
earch;
rigidly
ptio sought
j
sion to the' 'court room." State witness- tention.
vk
es of which there are forty-eigh- t
will
It-J- s
be introduced first. There are thirteen
Work for the New Mexican.
fitnesses for the defense. The hearing working for you, for Santa Fe and the
will probably continue for four days. new state.
SNEED-BOVC- E

"THE BEST BASEBALL STORY
(By Walter Jolinson.)
"The Greatest Pitcher In America"
ij. Being a resident of Kansas, it is
natural that the funniest baseball tale
1 ever heard should have its
setting in
f.that state.
dates back seven or
.ight years andI an umpire played the
wasn't a big leaguer
pleading role.
the' stunt was pulled, and didn't
appreciata the affair as I do now.
If my memory serves me correctly.
Independence and Parsons were playing. Two games were played on the
Fourth of July, in the latt;r city. The
umpire in the morning game was Gorman. Around him centered the trouble of the morning.
That Gorman didn't like he way
the fans treated him was proved
when he didn't show up for Hie afternoon game. I am told he'never held
an indicator in another game, his lone
experience causing him to lose any
Jove he might have had for the job.
At the end of the ninth the score
was a tie and the crowd was wrought
up over the extra inning. Neither club
Kcored in the tenth. In the first of
the eleventh Independence got a man
aa far as third with tv j down, and
the next batter hit a ball to deep
short.
The umpires first impression, a?
well as decision, was that the batter
safe and that Independence had
put over the run that looked big
enough to win the game.
The captain and mannger of the
home team, seeing that the umpire
had waved the batter safe, made a
rnsh for the official. All the Parsons
players followed. About this time Umpire Gorman was thinking how much
pleasanter it would be back with the
old folks. Seeing the home athletes
on the rush, he proclaimed the batter
out.
The home team halted, but Independence took up the charge. In a
minute Gorman was giving an imitaton
ot a rear brakeman on a freight train,
alternately making motions that he
had declared the runner out and safe.
The crowd then took up the affair
and started to make things pleasant
tor Gorman. About this time the official took it on the run, beating the
crowd to safety by a good margin.
.

r

The-incide-

Nature in her wisdom and beneficence has provided, In her great
ailmente of
vegetable laboratory, the forest, a cure for most of the ills and of
these bothe
have
compounding
and
perfected
vork
study
humanity.
tanical medicines and placed them at our disposal. We rely upon them
first because of their ability in curing disease, and next because we can use
them with the confidence that such remedies do not injure the system.
Among the best ot Uiese remedies irom me turcsi ia
S. S. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs
and barks in such combination as to make it the
safest of all
greatest of all blood purifiers and the
tonics. It does not contain the least particle of
harmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, CaSkin
tarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria,
other
all
Poison
and
Blood
Contagious
Diseases,
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tome
S. S. S. builds up the system by supplying a suffi- ftif am mint of vitror and nourishment to the body.
S. S. S. always cures without leaving any unpleasant or injurious effects.
It is perfectly safe for young or old. Book on the blood and any medical
advice free.
JBE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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Uses and Hariden;
and Severoid.

Suggs, Works

It. H. E.
At Brooklyn.
Brooklyn .. .... ... ... .".,.7 8 1
T.1..2- 5 3
St. Louis
Knetzer and Miller; Grinner, Steele
and Wingo.
,

'

At
game postponed;

rain.

,

s

At New York New
igame postponed on account of rain.
Pork-Pittsbur- g

j

Bur-w.e-

(S.S.S)
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HYGIENE CONGRESS
NUNS ARE BARRED
IS IN SESSION
AS TEACHERS IN
INDIAN SCHOOLS
23. Wei-Washington, D. C,

tions by S. M. Fordyce of St. Louis,
counsel for the Waters-Pierccompany
in line with the latter's contention
that there is no real competition
among the arious Standard Oil companies.
"Do you receive stock reports of any
refinery other than refineries of the
Standard Oil of New Jersey?" Adams
was asked.
"Not that I know of," was the reply.
"Have you
signed stations or territory to refnui ies outside of the territory of the New Jersey company?"
"Yes," said the witness.
George Chesebrough, secretary of
four pipe line companies, formerly un- der control uf the National Transit
company, d:i.solved
by the United
States supreme court decree, testified
that J. A. Moffett, former president of
the transit company, now a director
of the Standard Oil of New York, had
named the officers of the dissolved
companies when they were

Modern Grocery Comp'y

e

wp
Have a NICE MACKEREL for your
5
I
Sept.
corned by President Taft and attend-- !
Sunday Morning Breakfast.
Washington, Sept. 23. Secretary
ed by some 3009 delegates from all
Just received a fresh lot; also HERR1NQ and a full line of
parts of the world, the Fifteenth In-- I Fisher's action last January in reDELICATESSEN GOODS.
ternational Congress of Hygiene and voking the order of former Indian
reCommissioner
here
Valentine, barring
Demography opened
today,
Mexican Beans
7 lbs. for 25c.
it was the fjrst time in sixty years ligious garb or insignia from govof existence the congress has met in ernment Indian schools, was upheld
MONDAY WASH-DAthe United States.
by President Taft, in an order made
SPECIALS
To President Taft's vieleome
brief public today.
responses were made by the heads
The decision of the president is
4 Lbs. Starch for 25c.
of the delegations from each of the that teachers now employed in Indian
thiriy-thre- e
countries
to
schools
wear
the
represented.
may continue
6 Bars
This was followed by ah address by garb of their religious orders; but
Sunny Monday Soap for 25c
Dr. May Rubner of the Emperor Fred-eric- the privilege is denied to any person
7, Large Bars Yellow Soap, 25c.
William University, Berlin, pfes-- ' hereafter entering the service. This
iiient of the international commission ruling will citable the government to
3 Doz. Clothespins for 5c. ;
of the congress, on "An explanation fulfill its obligations,
the president
ot the meaning of hygiene and demo-,- ' suys, to the teachers who were taken
3 5c
graphy in the sanitary administration into the government service when
pkgs. Blueing for 10c.
id' nations, with special emphasis upon religious schools were taken over
A New, Clean Stock of WASH BOARDS, CLOTHES LINES
international work and bodily as government institutions.
..
an iii&iui iwai icvicw ui wiiul uuo
and SCRUBS at way down prices.
The witness said Mr. Moffet held
The president's ruling is the final
been accomplished to date."
in a controversy that has en- that "under the decrees there could
step
"It's the only case on record where
Immediately after the morning sesthe interior department with bo the same officers for all four
the umpire telephoned his decision," sion the congress was prepared to gaged
religious bodies more than a year.
Walter
Johnson.
on
in
a
of
start
series
lectures
says
long
order
Commissioner
Valentine's
and discussions which will continue would have
any teachers
prohibited
After reaching his hotel Gorman
STOLEN FUNDS
throughout the week. Scheduled for
telephoned the ball park, got the man- today in the various sections into from wearing religious garb in the
of
the
end
schools
the
Indian
after
on
of
team
ARE RETURNED
the
the home
ager
phone which the congress has been divided,
and informed him that he had called were discussions on public health or- last school year.
TO THE BANK!
President Taft's order, and a letter
the runner out and that the run didn't ganization and administration in Engto Mr. Valen
from
Fisher
Secretary
score.
land and Germany, the hygiene of intine, which accompanies it, lay stress
I am sure this is the only case on
pensacola, Fla., Sept. 23 The pack- fancy and childhood, the physiology
containing ?55,O00 in currency
record where the umpire telephoned of work and fatigue, bacillus carriers on me iact, mat commissioner vaieu-ag- his decision. And it stood. The con- and the importance of flies and other tine issuea nis runng wunoiu cuubuu- which was mysteriously extracted from.
an expresa shipment from the First
test was declared a tie, and played insects as carriers of infectious dis- iiig the secretary or the president;
and while the entire subject was National
to the Louisville &
over
eases, the importance of shell fish, under investigation. Mr. Fisher's re- Nashville tank here
pay car at Flomaton, AlaA new umpire worked in the af- particularly oysters, relative to infecvocation of the order now is made bama, was found today at the rear of
ternoon game.
tious diseases, the use of hospital final.
the bank by the janitor of the buildships and the development of vital
Secretary Fisher's formal letter ing.
7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 1912.
statistics in the United States since states
that the government had long Detectives are working on several
Batteries: Marez and Griego; Saf- 1900 and measures needed for the
to
ford, Clancy and (Dunbaugh.
immediate fixture. A garden party at left the education of the Indianswhen important clues which are epected to
the white nouse scheduled for the religious missionaries; and that hand- reveal the identity of the robber.
A telephone message was received
Opening Day
afternoon . was expected to be the k finally began a systematic
Monday,
firat nf a cprloR nf ntertninmpntft ar ling of the educational problem, it at the bank Saturday evening, but
IT LOOKS DARK FOR
took over many of the religious was unheeded, because officials beranged for the social side of the
Tuesday,
Day"
and brought their teachers in- lieved it was from a practical joker.
congress. In addition to the three schools,
service.
classified
te
to
government
NEW YORK GIANTS thousand delegates, many of whom
WHITE SOX NINETEEN,
They now think it indicates the
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
thus have often age was placed in the rear of pack
"The transfers
ALL STARS SEVEN.
the.
have wives and daughters accompanyeffected by the government's bank building that
ing them, visitors attracted to Wash- been
evening by the
(By a Fan.)
Albuquerque Day
renting denominational schools and thief.
the
have
brought
congress
ington
by
LEAGUES
AS
THOUGH
WOULD
IT
LOOKS
comThe Santa Fe All Stars, a team
taking over the whole plant and the
here
of
total
number
up
the
guests
The
was
so
robber
pursued
closely
Firemen's Day
posed of Elks' and Grays' players
teachers as well," said President
THE to
ENTER WORLD SERIES WITHOUT
Friday,
probably 10,000.
that his nerve failed him and he crept
which were picked up to break the
Taft.
NATIONAL
SITUATION
SOLVED
Washington, D. C, Sept. 23. "We
winning streak of the White Sox,
that out of 2,000 teach- to the bank and left the money where
"It
Columbus Day
need to develop under governmental ers inappears
were yesterday afternoon completely
schools there are it was found today, it is generally
Indian
the
in
or
a
bureau
a
believed.
Bank officials reassert condepartment
auspices
and easily outclassed by the chamand who
New York, N. Y Sept. 23. The which the funds of the government 51 who wear a religious garb
Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,
classified members of fidence that the package containing
pion White Sox. Ed Safford started
are
regularly
of
to pitch for the All Stars but in the meeting of the national baseball com' shall be expended for research
civil service. To di- the $55,000 was delivered intact to tha
the
government
EVERY DAY
third inning he was knocked out of mission scheduled for Wednesday every kind useful in the practice and rect them' to give up their religious Southern Express agency here Wedthe box after the White Sox had scor- in this city to arrange for the world enforcement of hygiene and prevent-serie- s garb would necessarily cause their nesday morning of last week. When
with the idea that by that ative medicine'' said President Taft leavine the service because of their delivery was made to the Louisville
ed seven runs in that inning, and had
D. K. B. SELLERS,
FRANK A. STORTZ
scored two in the first. Bert Clancy time it would be definitely known today in delivering an address of wel- vows under which they have assumed & Nashville pay car that day, at Flo- succeeded him in the box, but was no what clubs would be contenders, prob- come to the delegates of the Fifteenth the garb.'
maton, the currency, which representPresident.
Secretary.
better, he was pounded unmercifully ably will find the National league race Congress of Hygiene and Demography
holds there is no ed the railroad's monthly pay for that
Fisher
Secretary
ac
Hall.
Memorial
Continental
to
still
a
undecided
mathematical
all over the lot by the White Sox
was
and
in
stead
its
district,
the
missing
"That something of the sort may legal prohibition againstteachersemployheavy batters. The battery work of certainty.
who were found slips of paper cut from.'
ment of government
Marez and Griego for the White Soxl The New York Giants now need grow out of the present United States wear
ij
dress; and that opin- magazines.
was a beauty, and worked together four games to assure them positively Public Health service there is reason ion ta religious
endorsed bv the president. It
to
continued
the
believe,"
president,
like a clock, steady and carefully. the National League pennant, and
is pointed out that sectarian religious ULSTERITES ARE
Marez won his fourteenth straight the only way in which they can win "but it will need far greater approp- - instruction
is not given in any oi
GETTING ANGRY,:
game for the season, and celebrated that assurance before the National Nation and a widening of the scope the schools now under government
fulfill
of
before
shall
the
duties
it
his fourteenth straight
.will
committee
be
the
combination
of
victory by
control.
Belfast, Sept. 23. The Ulster i,nion
fanning fourteen of the All Stars, He victories over Pittsburg here today place the medical profession of this
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
ist
council today confirmed the text of
to
a
the
has
expect
right
held them down to four hits until and tomorrow, together with double country
covenant
the
to
home
rule
be
against
in
to
create
the MONEY TRUST IS
the seventh when they landed on him defeat of Chicago by Philadelphia at general government
signed by unionists throughout, the
progress of hygience and demography.
for three hits, but after that he stead- the same time.
!
RECORDS
AFTER
province on September 28.
to the subject of tropiReferring
ied down, and had the All Stars eating
New York fans expect to see the
. home
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
The
document
declares
that
Baid:
President
cal
Taft
hygiene,
out of his hand. Griego behind the Giants cinch the championship beOF GOVERNMENT rule would be as disastrous to Ulster
"Our responsibilities in'Cuba, Porto
bat accepted sixteen chances with- fore the end of the week.
Even
Family Trade Supplied.
jand Ireland, subversive to civil and
out an error. The batting honors that will leave Manager McGraw with Rico, and the Philippines and now
Samto
freedom
23.
and
the
259 San Francisco 5t
religious
SANTA FE, N. M.
perilous
Washington, D. C, Sept.
were carried by Joe Ortiz of the only a week's interval before the on the Isthmus of Panama, have so
enlarged our knowledge of the possi- uel Untermeyer of New York, attorn-- unity of the empire. It pledges the
White Sox who secured three sing- world's series in which to let his
inves-- ; signatures to the defense of their posi--- !
menj
les, a homer and a free transporta- ease up from- - the strain of the pen-- ! bilities of successful sanitation under ey for the house money "trust"
1 lion or
equal citizenship in the united
the most burdensome conditions, and tigation committee and for the
tion out of six times up. He also ran Hant race.
e
Oil company in its fight kingdom and in using all means
have so impressed both professional
the base in his usual way, stealing
The Boston Americans with the men and the laymen, at all familiar with the Standard Oil, conferred with which may be found necessary to
two, and scoring four runs. For the
Taft at the White House to-- feat home rule in Ireland. If an
All Stars Mike Stanton took the bat pennant cinched last week htave prac- with the conditions and the necessity
two weeks longer than the for more
tically
and
dourigid
comprehensive day. Reports that the chief executive Irish parliament is "forced upon
ting honors securing a homer, a
ble and a base on balls out of four New Yorkers to prepare for the health laws and a stricter enforce- expects developments in the Waters! them" they pledge themselves to
IN.
ment of them for the general public
surrounded the conference with fuse recognition of its authority,
times up. Garcia, the White Sox world's series.
good, that, if the Spanish war resulted interest.
second baseman, stole four bases in
in nothing else, it was worth greatly
Later it was said at the white house
yesterday's game. A large and enmore than it cost in this useful de- that Mr. Untermeyer and Edgar H. WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARD0T
thusiastic crowd witnessed the game,
and all were pleased with the game, New York
97 44
.6SS velopment of one of the most import- Farrar, also of counsel for the money
One
for
Round Trip From All Points in
modern
functions
ant
that
but the majority of them say that chicaeo
trust committee, had asked President
54
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com
trust
Sox
discharge,
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Taft to permit the money
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Pittsburgh
making clear the need of an addition- mittee to draw upon the government!
the team that can ' beat them will Cincinnati .
.5031
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in the department for certain information
have to play some ball. ,
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and
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connection
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they
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new attractions this year. Bigger arid better than ever
the money trust investigation.
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eighth inning, as the All Stars were Brooklyn
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Mr. Taft asked
was
said
that
It
tired of chasing the ball all over the; Boston .
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DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.
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REBEKAH LODGE ORGANIZE.
Beer will kill your
them to submit specific requests inj
fipld, and the White Sox agreed withj
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Dates
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4th to 12th.
Return Limit, Oct. I41h, 1912 ;
them to stop the game, as they were Borton
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its decree of dissolution.
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Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
General Wickershami 255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W.
6 2.2. 1 1 1 Des Moines .
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.504 secTetary, Miss Lulla Krick; treasur- that Attorney
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stenographic
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team. She was the recipient of a great
Marez, p
4 Horse Power
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deal of attention, and with her charm STANDARD
PRICE, $165.00
ALL STARS.
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ing manner endeared herself with all
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who had the pleasure of her
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Imported Magneto.
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AlMotor Cycle without s doubt with trouble
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NATIONAL.
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New York, Sept. 23. The Standard
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3
0
Cincinnati at Boston.
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Stanton, cf
Washington, D. C, Sept. 23. A dis- Oil company of New Jersey is still as4 0 1 2
Keefe. 2b
Chicago at Philadelphia.
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St. Louis at Brooklyn, t
from Rear Admiral Southerland an of its former subsidiaries outside of
Anaya, rf., lb
4 1 0 11
nounced the arrival of Major Butler its own territory, according to testi
Dungaugh, c
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4
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NATIONAL.
and a force of marines at Granada mony given today at the hearing of the
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Safford, p., 3b.
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
Oil litigation,
with red cross supplies for the citi
Totals.. .. .. ..37 7 9 24
water.
clerk
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R.
Kenneth
Boston.
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E.
At
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Scores by innings:
Adams, assignment
pupils of the French college, by
LIGHT, 8ILEST AND RXLIABLK.
Boston
White Sox 207 022 1519.
..7 12 t 0 who ."iad been isolated nearly fifty j of the New Jersey company.
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32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
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1
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ters-Pierc-

FIRST STATE FAIR,

1

re-su- it

Albuquerque,

'

OCTOBER 7th To 12th,

HOW THEY STAND

Fare

THE

'.

;

M.

'.

j

the

Capital Bar

vice-preside-

10

ZllillflS

PEERLESS BAR
AND

Oil

Pope Motor Cycle

10 11

GREGG & COLE, Props.

VHERE THEY PLAY.

aHENRY KRICR&-

11
12

-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

11

Waters-Pierce-Standa-

!

.......

1

v

1.

'1.

ft

Established

PERSONALS

I903

Incorporated

I856

COMPANY

Judge and Mrs.

Correct Styles

of

mean comfort on these chilly evenings
and the colder days to come. .. .. ..

BLANKETS, COMFORTS

istered at the Palace.
A. M. Bergere has gone to Los
Lunas and will stop in Albuquerque
before returning home.
Joseph Vergolio, Ramon Sandoval
s
and Rafael Granito are here from
on court business. They are at
the European hotel.
.Tiidee Edward A. Mann arrived in
the city last night on legal business,
He will spend Beveral days here be-- .
fore returning to the Duke City,
W. K. Johnson, of the University
He
of Pennsvlvania. is in the citv.
has come out to New Mexico to man-age the large orchard and ranch of
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson, near Espanola.
C. A. McCulloh, steeple
jack of
wide and thrilling experience, is in the
city taking a rest. He expects to do

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
ficiently beautiful to be kept Intact.
"There has been a feeling that the
east is so far from the west, but I
think it would be a calamity to take
away from the west vour school of
American archaeology. This school
ought to have an endowment fund of
several million dollars.
"Three million people went to see H
the Seattle exposition and thousands
of them sighed 'There is no west yet.'
They had never heard of Wyoming
oi' New Mexico's treasures and seen- -

SWELLS WILL COME

great hotel, suitable railway ac-- i
commodations and use of the water
storage facilities New Mexico offers
those were the three "needs'' of
Santa Fe Pointed out by Miss Agnes
Laut, noted .author,
magazine
ft riter and traveler, who spoke to a
hundred
Santa Feans and
i"elr wives garnered around the les- ive barl at the; I'alace hotel this
afternoon.
Miss Laut was introduced by Dr.
uear
eweu, wno cauea ner one
of tne &reat forces in tiDiic lire to
oman in the
day-- " and added:
,
world speaks to larger
g
(The speaker
is than Miss Laut.
leaves, however. Mr. McCulloh
uts
to
contribution
MlfB
at the European hotel.
rtf
enl?s PSt a"d ther
Mrs. Harry S. Clancy has returned!01? 5atur?
to
montns
a
three
visit
Iron,
The occasion of Miss Laut.s ad.
A

M

COMPANY

V.
UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

Business

,

J.

B.

LAMY,

i

i

Ladies', Misses' and children's

CASE IS TAKEN
UP IN COLORADO

Sweaters, Coats, Dress Goods
and Trimmings

'

t.

i

Some

Two Acres in Orchard and
Eight-roo-

A Special Sale on
UNDERTAKING

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

of

MADRE-P- art

Trees in Bearing.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:

:

fx

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Del-gad-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Day or Night Phone,
Postoffice.
to
Door
Next

I JO

Red.

CO.

FURNITURE

'

0

100,-00-

License Numbers,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

R

Tract
of

FIRE

INSURANCE- -

FIRE- -

oi from 25 to 30 acres within one mile
Plaza. All under fence, 4 or 5 acres
in Alfalfa, No Buildings.

Price $1800

'

LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE $

119San Francisco St.,

all Ingrain Delton Carpets!

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

j

m

Mile from Plaza.

J

IltMS

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

1

House, Stable and Other
Buildings.

All Under Irrigation.

nute

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

r

!
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A
I Tract
in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit

up-to-the-mi-

GO.

GOODS

DRY

FURNITURE

.

$1,000

Small Fruit;

SELIGIN

ADOLF

wide-awak-

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

LUMBER TRUST

Greeley, Colo., Sept. 23. The in- junction proceedings brought to dis
'
nV4faca
nor
wa
nmnh n gKCll
mimn solve the alleged illegal combination of
UW
II UUa a C
fc?f.WJUl
1WJ1LUUU1I,
she spent the summer with her son,
th(j ganta F(j clmmber of Cora. the lumber dealers of Colorado and
Frank, and daughter, Idella, and other mprf. to wh,h .,.,,
t., 'Wyoming and of northern Colorado
fnvitprt
friends. She was accompanied by her men and women vhQ wjsh tQ gee and Denver, came up for hearing be-- i
son, Vincent, and both had an enjoy- Santa Fe grow. The tables were ar-- fore J"dse Harry P. Gamble in the
jable and interesting time. They vis- - tistically 'decorated with sweet peas, district court here this morning.
ited York Beach, Old Orchard and dtthlias, merrygold, asters and other
n behalf of the seven Denver de- fendants named in complaint Attorney
many other resorts. But as usual, cut flowers.
after spending a pleasant summer,
jjiss L,al)t talked for about half an Clayton B. Dorsey argued a motion for
they were glad to get back to 01d;nour Her address teemed with il- - a change of venue, claiming that Weld
Santa Fe.
lustrations of what other
county is without jurisdiction in the
tourist:seeking cities are doing and case brought against the Denver
ers.
she pointed out 'twas
FIRE DESTROYS
"A drop of ink
Attorney Horace G. Phelps argued a
eneral demurrer on behalf of the Colo- Made millions think."
BARN: DAMAGE
s
Advertising, exploitation, regard- - rado and Wyoming lumber dealers
WAS
of expense, were at the bottom sociation in which he denied that the
of municipal growth and wealth.
alleged conspiracy existed. It is
.
A blaze which lit up the entire city
Laut said:
pected that the arguments will con-"- I
feel it would be an impertinence tinue throughout the clay as other no-foand could be seen for miles around the
me to say what I am going to say tions in the case are to be heard,
country broke out shortly after 9
The suit is one brought by the at- o'clock last night in the two story barn today if it were not that I am intense-owned by Michael Koury on Weber
puzzled, just as you doubtless are, Itorney general's office following evi-a- t
to why Santa Fe is being held dence brought before the Weld county
street, completely destroying it, doing
I find here, what I found grand jury by district attorney George
an estimated damage of $1,000, only back. F-partially covered by insurance. A num a year and a half ago when I last A. Carlson of the eighth judicial disber of chickens were smoked or roast- - visited your city, the same wealth of trict
ed to death and a half dozen peach romance, and prehistoric interest o?
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
trees, loaded with ripe fruit, were kill- a Rome or an Athens yours is a
ed by the flames.
place of dreams and of beauty. 1
The origin of. the fire is a mystery cross this continent six .or eight times Some People We Know and We Will
but it may have been due to fruit rob- ii! a year and yet I must say that J
Profit by Hearing About Them.
bers who .carelessly left lighted cigar- saw no evidence that Santa Fe was
This is a purely local event.
ettes near the barn in which were or. the map.
It took place in Santa Fe.
"I am not going to talk to you of
stored bales of hay, with a buggy and
Not in some faraway place.
harness.
beauty or dreams, but I assure you
You are asked tr investigate it.
The volunteer firemen turned out in that if you wish to get anywhere in
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
large numbers and made a good run to life you must Capitalize the beauty
To confirm a citizen's statement.
in
You
of
have
a
fair
your city (applause).
the fire, immediately throwing
article that is endorsed at
Any
Santa Fe all the charm of the Canasized stream on the blaze.
home
The barn, constructed of wood and dian Rockies but hot the tourists
Is more worthy of confidence
filled with inflammable material, was who go there. Well do I remember
Than one you know nothing about,
bethese
Rockies
before
it
and
to
the flames,
an easy prey
only visiting
Endorsed
by unknown people.
to
came
'the thing
do' before there
died out when the charred frame of
H. Baca, Prop, meat market,
the building fell in, like a house of were Swiss guides there and tourists
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
paying $10 a day to go on top of the
cards.
two and a 6a!f years ago I
"About
to
amusement
and
mountains
their
concentrated
get
then
The firemen
a
gave
public statement, telling of
now
Rockies
was
The
claim
scenery.
efforts to save the trees and it
tourists a year who spend on an my experience with Doan's Kidney
Ian interesting battle as huge tongues
They completely rid me of
of fiery red licked the little orchard's average of $150 each. Yet here you- Pills.
in
my back that had troubled
on
are
Santa
the
crackFeans
pains
with
perand
top
deep green leaves, hissing
me off and on for months. When I
ling under the moisture of the steady petual views of startling beauty and
I venture to say you do not attract stooped or brought a strain on my
stream of water playing on them.
2,000 sightseers per year. You prac- loins, I suffered severely and there
as
The Are gong had sounded just
America were various symptoms which conthe picture show, "first edition," was tically have the Egypt ofworld
does vinced me that my trouble came from
but the outer
here,
right
hurof
hundreds
and
people
finished,
I finally
it.
not
used
hear
about
disordered kidneys.
ladies
the
scene.
of
Some
ried to the
results abroad for their, Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
get
In"They
an
looked exceedingly picturesque,
spend prompt relief. I continued taking
dian blanket of barbaric splendor Egypt. I hear that Americans
year $2u0,000,OOO in going from them and it was not long before
thrown over their summer garb of every
London to Egypt and back.''
every symptom of trouble disappearlight color.
Miss Laut then pointed out the ed."
tourist-drawinpower of Florida, of For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
California and of certain citjps in- cents, Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
San Antonio.
Suddenly she New York, Eole agents for the United
& &G cluding
KAUNE
H.
one
to
hundred States.
exclaimed: "Sixty
thousand people annuallypass your
Remember the name Doan's and
doors, why don't you get them up to take no other.
Lowes
ti
Prices
Where
'Santa Fe?"
Ml

IN

1

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

"It is up to you, men and women of
Santa Fe, to attain for your city the
same advantages now possessed by
other cities with fewer advantages.''
At the conclusion of her address
there was prolonged applause and up-- !
A
a rising
vote of thanks for "the splendid and
well
deserved
scolding" as Mr.
Hughes phrased it.

refer-stoppin-

--

CAPITAL $30,000 00
Does a General Banking

,;,,..

The Very Latest

ery.

,

1

JULIUS H. GERPES

'

Cer-rillo-

Men's, Boys', Ladies', Misses' and Children's SWEATERS in the New Styles.
Look them over. A good Sweater is far
cheaper than a doctor bill. .. .'. ..

Warm Winter Goods, Gloves, Underwear,
Sweaters, Flannel and Flannelett
Shirt? for the Whole Family at

- AT

,

Weather Items, those things that

TO COME IN AND SEE
OUR NEW LINES OF

In

MILLINERY

CROP

We are Always Headquarters on the
Cold

Medler,

Find the

You Will

THE TOURIST

Seidell, are at the Montezuma hotel.
H. B. Jamison, the young attorney
of Albuquerque, is at the Montezuma.
Mrs. Marietta Wetherill, widow ot
the noted Indian trader, is here from MISS AGNES C. LAUT SUGGESTS
'
Cuba, N. M.
SANTA FE BUILD BIG HOTEL AND
Matthew S. Groves,
corporation
ADVERTISE SCENIC AND CLIMATIC
commissioner, has returned from a
v
"
trip to Denver.
ADVANTAGES
ColoneV E. W, Dobson, oj Albuquer
que, is here on legal misiness. ne is
at the Montezuma.
Charles A. Spiess, national commit- THEN THE TOURIST
teeman of the republican party, is reg-

Weather Specials

Cool

L.

E.

LADIES! We Invite the Public

HOW TO SWELL

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

IN BROS

SEll
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On which Reasonable Terms can be Secured.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
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LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City ana inspect our cwLrucic

I LINE

....

of

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

This u th Hicrhet firade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S B u g u n i .
Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

fcj

I

San Francisco

Street

it

SWEET PEAS

j

Why Wait?

S.

for Safe Quality.

TheHo me Grown Fruit Season

are offering to the
particular inhousewife the best to

is on and we

to be had

NEW MEXICO.

Returns

PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS

!

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

If VO TOWTlnn v.nia
1!..
U4nc
ilia yayji
V'e ere making a live paper. Bead. it.
a
tk.

mall-A-

-

O

FOR SALE
J20-ACR- E

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
pi id for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices Broken
oid Watches,
Jewelry and Precious Stones.
UOStY SEND BY RKTFBN MATT.
PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMNG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

8W Chestnut

St

Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

RANCH

,

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. - Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain
Sell

at a bargain. Address,
FRANK DAVIS,
Morlarty,

We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Best Coffee and Teas
RAPID DELIVERY

SERVICE

If you want the best in

GROCERIES, FIRUTS
AND VEGEETABLES
. .

GO TO

H. S. KAUNE

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
N. M

INSURANCE

merry-thirstin-

g

Surety

Bonds

All Kinds.

a

different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil'

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

MAYES

native-architectu- re

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'We can grind any mixture that is desired o-

LAND VALUES.
The Bpeaker declared that not only A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
is Santa Fe the sphinx but New Mex
ico is also a puzzle New Mexico with Or at Least His Capital !
"the cheapest land values in Ameri

ca."
She pointed out how the northwest SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
(of Canada) had drawn 134,000. people
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
last year and 150,000 settlers this
an
on
over
one
year, each
taking
average $1100. "TTiere are 800,000
American settlers in Canada in recent years and they took with them
a cool billion of dollars," declared
Miss Laut.
The speaker then told the story of
Quebec the city which was galvanized back into life by "an idea breaking
loose" the idea being the erection of
the Chateau de Frontenac, a half million dollar hotel, with winter and
summer carnivals to amuse the
Fire, Life, Accident,
throngs.
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
Some other striking sentences of
Miss Laut were:
"When the settler goes to Canada,
he is nailed down and kept. The gov
REAL ESTATE
ernment lends the worthy man $2000
with 10 years' time to pay it back and
has a ready made house and barn for
City Property, Farms,
him and his horses.
"The southwest is to be the scene of
Blanches, Orchards,
California every year. Why? Because
Land (Grants, Etc!
California .takes to the tourist.
"The southfest is to be the scene of
the great next boom, but I do not
know what New Mexico is doing to
catch that wave, beyond promising an
exhibit to the San Diego exposition.
'I do not see Santa Fe a great comOf
mercial center we do not expect that
but it can become the leading tourist city, drawing 100,000 travelers
(
Telephone 194 W.f Room 24
every year.
noart
monstrosities of
"I do hope
will be introduced here to conflict with
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
your Santa
your
Fe architecture which is a type suf- - SANTA FE - - NEW MEX ICO

STOCK

POULTRY AND

are

Dispensing Optician.
Accurate

Palace Avenue

n

TAUPERT,
Work-Qu- ick

415

::::

Phone. W 204.

g

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

E. LAS VEGAS,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

(

15 lb. pkg., $ .65

1.20
30 lb. "
3.75
100 lb. sack,
a f ew chickens
has
even
that
and
farmer
family
every
Every
It improves
them.
feed
to
meat
and
bone
cut
should have
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
Green Cut Bone and Meat

.

.

POULTRY AND VETERINARY
PRATT'S VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

REMEDIES
GUARANTEED.

Ll
I
A famous remedy for all classes cf cclic, acute inhas
wonderful
This
remedy
digestion and bloat.
is a
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000.of Itcolic.
all
cases
for
cure
reliable
and
auick. sure
50 cents
price
'
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

1ST

PBATTS

GUARANTEED

EGG PRODUCER

&i!t3

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay-

ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,H0GS,DAlRY

Because it works directlv on

COWS.&c.

the blood, bowels,

and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten
idl v : dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n
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The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the. Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

V'

iL,

,,iiiiiiiimiw

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily Per Ouarter, by mall.
(2.50 Dally per quarterly carrier

Dally, par year: by mall
Oally, tlx months, by mall

15.0

Weekly, per year

(1.00 Weekly,

11.25
$1.50

IRRIGATION
TO THE FRONT

For President,

50

lx month

ROOSEVELT.

THEODORE

LU

' hi

rfv

1

the history of the National
Irrigation congress has there been so
MtQiJ;li;
interesting a program arranged as
For
that which will be presented at the
coming session to be held at Salt Lake
City, September 80th to October 3rd.
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.
The congress itself will have for
E give to patrons the advantages
consideration some of the weightiest
questions 'ever presented on the subof new and modern vaults reinject of irrigation. There will be a
For Member of Congress,
forced and barricaded with Yale
hard fought battle on the congress
Deposit Locks.
floor between Colorado and Texas as
to the water rights along the Rio
The Yale system of locking is known
MARC08 C. DE BACA.
Grande. To make this contest really
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMsTTj
the world as the most sturdy, the
around
interesting an entire train load of
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves Texans, headed by Senator Joe
most
impregnate.
Bailey
A
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe is coming to the congress while Colobox in our vault is protected by
THOSE GOOD TIMES.
Every
that
remember
voter
should
In
for
Theodore
Roosevelt, every
county.
voting
will have a great delegation
We are told by the stump orators that we should vote for Taft because he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who in turn wilL vote for Mr. rado
a special guard mechanism and a double
headed by
Alvan Adams
"times are good." We are regaled with rosy pictures of "bumper crops." Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected.
He also should remember and Senator
set of tumblers.
Frank
Gouty.
of
The
We are told that the only salvation is to retain the tariff.
story
those electors are merely his agents, and If elected, are pledged to
that
From
Entrust your valuables to us, they
western
most
state and
every
good times loses its effectiveness, when in every trade report we seie the vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election
east
of
states
the
is
of
"Coal
the
are
of
life's
necessities
that
will
be safe from fire as well as theft.
up.
Mississippi
of
The
going
headlines,
telling
the
staring
and the only connection they have with
Opponents
campaign.
going up," we see one day. We wonder who is getting the benefit. We know Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that will come large and enthusiastic deleit is not the miner, who is picking away underground month by month, with all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name gations each bringing with them men
In
ot
no prospect of a higher wage to keep company with higher prices. We
irrigation affairs
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and whoprominence
will discuss all of the great quesknow it is not the everyday man, the common consumer, who must use this help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
abof
this
of
in
trend
tions
most
no
the
this
who
finds
but
upward
important subject.
compensation
commodity,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The congress will be opened by a
solutely necessary commodity. We know it is not the local coal dealer, who
cannot control the rise outside the locality of his own trade. Who reaps
at
the
historic
tabernacle.
gathering
the benefit, then? It must be the corporations that are in a combine, backed
(TttfflfVkld&JV
where 12,000 people will listen to the
e
v&t
re
new
which
condition
the
a
in
the
adherents
Taft
the
republican party,
by
formalities of the congress opening
1o med kpfriever would voisH&irv.
progressive party intends to change for the better, if given the chance.
and in addition there will be rendered
Who
"Eggs are going up." "Beef is going up," we read another day.
the most interesting musical program
would e&ko? ice
m
wvw7
JUST
pays? The consumer, the common geezer; he pays. Who gets the benefit?
ever presented in the west. The prin-Not the farmer who sells the eggs, and the beef on the hoof, but the packer.
I'll ol oson, ske would 3Cre&rrU
cipal number on this program will
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
Again the combine, against which the people of this nation are fighting for
consist of a rendition of McClellan's
MANUFACTURER OF
sked
ofkerVV-fHeold
and
order
the
a square deal, and who have controlled Taft
standpat republican
famous Ode to Irrigation by a chorus
Balleta
Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
Blankets,
Rugs,
and democratic parties. "Eggs would be lower in price if the packers
o'. four hundred voices accompanied
Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
and
would open their storage rooms," say those who have studied the problem.
by the great tabernacle organ and an
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Beef would go down, if the combine could be forced to let go. Taft has
orchestra of fifty musicians all under
The
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
condition.
the
people
proven that he does not care to, or cannot, alter
the baton of the Ode's composer.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
want some one who will at least try. The progressive party will. "The
Other musical numbers, consisting of
tariff is necessary to prosperity," the orators say. "Taft is for a tariff," they
Don
119
Avenue.
Qaspar
national
and
popular choruses will be
loudly proclaim, and "New Mexico industries would be injured by the aboliwmmmmmmmtmmmmmmimmaBmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
rendered
same
this
comwonderful
by
for
stands
to
the
be true,
progressive party
tion of the tariff" Granting this
binatlon under the leadershiD
of
protection. It is the democratic party that would tear down the protection
'
what it means to the visitor and thus Utah's famous director, Mr. Evan
bars, and make all ports open and products free.
THE BYSTANDER
indirectly to our own people and to Stephens.
Wherein lies the safety and betterment of the peoples condition? In the
the progress and popularity and ad- AS
The opening day of the congress.
success of the progressive party alone. It is the party that would not disSEES IT
vancement o Santa Fe.
the 30th of September, will be set
rupt; not destroy; not tear down, but that will fight simply for atosquare
stand
Those of us who urge care and aside as a musical holiday at Salt
deal, a deal that will compel the trust, the combine and corporations
REALLY DISGRACEFUL.
watchfulness and neatness for the Lake City, two great parades being
their share. That is all. It is the chance of a century for the people to have
city are not cranks, and faultfinders, scheduled for this date. The first of
their say. Taft has failed utterly. "Bumper crops" and "good times" have "Come, little papers," says the
but are anxious to see this beautiful these parades will be the occasion of
not helped the people. Will they accept the chance before them to help Wind each day,
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
"Come 'round the plaza with
themselves?
city at its best, and a magnet for peo- the entry into Salt Lake City of the
.
o
Me and play.
ple from abroad.
queen of irrigation with her retinue
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
I'll scatter you 'round in the road
who will proceed to the" tabernacle
NOT WANING.
And the street,
BARBARA FR I ETCH IE.
and there turn over the operations of
The standpat republicans are gleefully announcing that the "Roosevelt And tangle you up in the
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Up from the meadows rich with corn, the congress to her officials and faith-Clea- r
crowd
the
had
largest
Passer-by'- s
feet."
fuI subjects.
strength is waning." At Albuquerque, Col. Roosevelt
in the cool September morn.
thirty-fivever assembled in the city. At Denver, an opposition paper said
Quick as the paper heard the
The clustered
The second parade will be the great
spires of Frederick
Wind's loud call
thousand people turned out to hear him. Everywhere he goes, the attendEuropean Rate, $1.00 and up,
electric pageant to occur on the evenstand.
the
If
the
counfounding.
is
and
a
enthusiasm,
ance at his meetings
'Rouud they came fluttering,
wonder,
would
by the hills of Maryland. ing of September 30th, and will be the
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
One and all.
strength of William H. Taft could but "wane" in the same manner, he
most splendid and brilliant event of
Round about them orchards sweep,
be in the presidential race. General Apathy is not visible as a companion Into the road and the
held
the
kind
'ever
in
western
the
Apple and peach' tree fruited deep.
Gutters they ran,
of Col. Roosevelt. He is leading the opposing column.
Over twenty-fiv- e
electric
country.
Fair as the garden of the Lord
One of the interesting features of the campaign is the poll being taken But not one of them fell in
floats
will
be in line headed by the
To
west.
shows
the
of
It
the
middle
famished
in
rebel
the
towns
eyes
The garbage can.
by the Cincinnati Enquirer of cities and
gorgeous float of irrigation's queen.
horde.
to the
The above has reference
Taft invariably in the third place and in many places, pitiably so. Even in
or
Rooms en suite
What school girl or school boy does The time of the entire pageant is the
his own state he fails to lead. He Is completely and effectually overshadowed. disgusting appearance of the street
of
the
in
west
Even
close.
development
by
Irrigation
Govin
Wilson
Old
and
the
Palace
remarkably
front
of
of
the
not
feel
Roosevelt
shows
a
running
This poll
thrill every time those beauLocal and Long Distance Telephones in
and there will be in line electric floats
demo- ernors.
tiful lines of Whittier are read.
Kentucky, in a poll of four thousand and over, the progressives and
from
of
rooms. Hot and cold running;
several
but
the
western
states
and
a
in
the rear,
candidate,
crats are neck and neck with Taft trailing far
To those of us who look away back
Anyone going along there yesterday
out of the race.
could not help being disgusted with to our days in school, when over and from the different counties of Utah.
electric
Then there will be divisions consist
The simple fact is that the people have become weary. They want a the appearance of our city. It looked over
from the school rostrum ing nf ifponratoH nnfn m li
again
mnnlnv- of
are
tired
consideration.
some
to
them
They
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
like the town of Podunk the day af- hose inspiring words were spoken,
change which will bring
cvcIe8 and horse drawn vehicleB a di.
star chamber proceedings, of dictation, skulduggery, legislative manipulation,
ter the country fair. The gutter in they come out of that
happy
rule
from
boss
past,jvMon consisting of all fraternal
and absolutely selfish consideration. They want a vacation
front of the Old Palace and lining the
both sweetness and inspiration,
dfers of utah a divIslon of floata lllus.
and corporation preference in affairs in which they are most closely in- plaza park seemed to have been made
Now after years
of thoughtless
of the
terested.
the receptacle for all the old papers neglect the people of the old town trating the westward Jou
paptoneers, a divi8ion of prlze wlnning
in the city, papers of all descriptions, of
Long they have waited on unfulfilled promises; long they have been
Frederick, Maryland are going t0 8tock deVeIoped on
the old colors and sizes.
irrigated lands and
tient in the face of disregard for their interests by the leaders of avail
in
can
taken
has
all lead by a division of military es
a
place
that
"housecleaning"
declaration
No
guard.
I do not think I am a crank on these chie's memory. It was this
graceful,
Utah's governor, his taff and
this juncture. The housecleaning came too late.
subjects, but I do like to see, at least patriotic poem that made the town of corting
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
0
a show of cleanliness in the city's Frederick known from one end of th distinguished guests. Twenty bands
will
be
to
necesfurnish
the
required
appearance. Just ask yourself how
IT'S
,u
HOME
"l!1B1' "uu wmV" eave sary music for the movement of this
would be impressed with a town i. an air ui i:eriain
roumnce mat nas gigantic pageant.
press is rushing to the defense of Wod, the wool you
Already the hand-fef
went
into
it
as
a
and
you
to
the
stranger
never faded from it.
indicted for planting dynamite at Lawrence. Listen
trust president
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
ifnnnii the streets strpun with rtphrisUndpr thp rtfrpnHnTi nt Phalrman
i ,t .
i
i' , t
The disclaimers, who denied the Georire A. Snow f
TTtoh h
f
hither
and
a
and
th.
papers
more
yon
flying
to
of
man
conceive
of
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
anything
mind
the
It would be hard for
and unkempt story of the loyal, sllverhaired woman control, all these pian8 are ra idl a
Central Location.
who
on
ridiculous and unjust than such an attack upon one of the most honorable gonerally disregarded
leaned
out
the
window
far
appearance. It would not appeal to
preaching perfection and on Septem-slil- ,
and most respected business men of this country, one of the greatest master you at all as a
have
since
been
long
forgotten, ber 30th, Salt Lake City will Inau-bu- t
really desirable point
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
the story that sank so deep into;gurate the
taqe Sample Roftiw,
"
would
town' where
chaanly
rt.
casr
who
greatest and mo8t ,
minds
master
Tt
is
the
one
agkinst
of
He
Wood.
Watcl
the
our
of
has
hearts
people
remaid
were
well
the
streets
ant gathering ever brought together
and every
has got "honorable" and "respected" through squeezing the life out orIf poor thing looked neat and kept
well cared for. always, and will never be forgotten t0 ceiebrate irrigation's progress and
posw
people, and they'll try and acquit him in the mongrel trade organs,
The galvanized iron cans at the cory'
discuss questions pertinent to its fu- sible.
ners of the plaza are placed there for
erection of this monument setsjture development.
ihe
until
is
them
proved the very
guilty
Wood is as guilty as Ettor, and neither of
purpose of catching this re- - at rest the story that Barbara Friet- j
-"i i la
or sweuers rIor
so upon fair trial. But
do not the officials and chle was but a bit of fiction, conceived DE BACA WAS
Why
s
ABLE
...
,
... utrppts mi "honorable. . resDected master mind because ne
ivnH u,oiira iha
an uueresit in me
!
lane
Giuiriw
gooa in tne Doet s brain. It makes her a
TO HOLD HIS OWN
rich. It would be: interesting to know who is paying for the mailing of marked
one
or
emu
am
uiBioric cnaracier,
wormy
fn
f
,nrt
AND
lurv
that
THEN
ui,.
SOME..
l,p
o
..B
copies 01 me rumuvmi
lation a beautiful picture, standing;
brings us to the matter of
dieted Wood.
out superbly amid the bloody horrors
Former Governor Mills Attempted a
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
'
of war.
CITY CROSSWALKS.
i ;ti
.A
our
in
creed:
text
a,i
Another
No cross walk in particular would
So much of our recognition of thej
Which Brought a Retort He Wat
We pledge ourselves to a wise and just policy of pensioning American need be
mentioned, but the one great characters in history comes too
Not Looking For.
federal
-the
governand
children
widows
their
by
and
sailors
soldiers and
across Washington street, leading to late for them to know of it, but it is
ment.
is
a fair example.
the Palace hotel
well to hold them in memory, and
A member of the New Mexico state
And we approve the policy of the southern states in granting pensions to
Every morning, one of the families Barbara FrietcMe deserves this mon- MOULTON-ESP- E
children.
COMPAN V
and
widows
their
and
sailors
and
soldiers
the
of Santa Fe who believe in neatness ument to her partiotism and lore for corporation commission was pieueut-inL. de Baca to a friend at
Marcos
and good appearance, that of Mr. Leontip nifi n
Hio.
th
siia
mni
J. P. Morgan Is Baid to own the copy of "Fox's Book of Martyrs" onceiHerschi tends t0 the sweeping of this tinguished citizen of Frederick one Albuquerque the other day, as the proGENERAL AQENTS.
SANTA FE. N. M
1
ne
as
Bill
to
election
it
after
to
aft
cro88wark
the halfway point, which !ot the most distinguished of the na- - gressive nominee of the progressive
owned by John Bunyan. He might present
Former
Mills
was
Governor
party.
will then belong to the martyr brigade and mignt enjoy reading aDoui
certainly more than should be
Sne tairy won this monument
present. In a slighting and patronizHe is the martyr to Bossism, Greed, Selfish Tyranny: ef- - or expected. Then the person who to
fellow predecessors.
r
greatness.
ing manner, Mills said:
may De crossing mere, comes to tne
that brought about nis political ruin.
"This is our next congressman
city s part of this walk and here the
THE RELIANCE MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY
HOW'S THIS?
one of the things that should not be overlooked in this progressive pedestrian steps into a few inches of We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- from New Mexico.'
soft, fine dust about ankle deep, much ward for any case of Catarrh that
The Most Liberal Life Insurance Contract Written
Quick as a flash, Mr. de Baca said:
movement, is that the party stands for more decent living for the average
This policy provides that If one beeoraes totally disabled from disease or accident the
to control con-- j to their discomfort and disgust,
"Governor Mills, I may not be electbe cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
PREMIUMS CKASE- - the Policy Becomes Paid VP For Lite, and A MONTHLY INCOME
family and for less catering to those who are endeavoring
Is Paid to the Insured for ONE HUNDRED MONTHS thus one gets the benefit of his
ed to congress, but It is certain even
The crosswalks of Santa Fe are a
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ditions and have absolutely controlled them for their own gain.
during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy that we
o
sort of joke, anyway. On some of We, the undersigned, have known at this time, that I have a better Insurance
wish to explain to you in person.
We note that the choice of Charles Spiess as national committeeman our principal streets there is not a; f. j. Cheney for fhe last 15 years, and chance of being elected to congress
CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL ROOM 21,BANK
BLOQ
of the G. O. P. has been received at Mr. Hilles' headquarters. "Let the battle semblance of a walk, while at those believe him perfectly honorable in all than you ever had of being elected to
one
has
been laid business transactions and financially the United States senate, and furthercrossings where
go on.'
there might about as well not be any able to carry out any obligations more governor, if I am elected, I will
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tablish claim to the land above debe able to vote intelligently on what
Why do we complain so bitterly about the high cost of living when money aB the dust lays over them just as it made by his firm.
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is so low that
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
pD. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe. N. M.,
no protection at all.
The governor, be it said, did not see
Toledo, O.
steak, Eh?
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912.; on the 8th day of October, 1912.
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the work
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yplanning
sent free. Price 75
not wholly successful.
and the efforts that are being made Testimonials
It will not pay you to waste your on March 8, 1906, made Homestead Jose Larranaga, ot Lamy, N. M.;
0
Section Feliberto Martmea, of Lamy, N. M.;
to bring the city up to the position cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- time writing out your legal 'form Entry No. 9011, for NW
where It belongs.
when you can get them already print- 11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E., N. M. Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
gists.
It is evident from the results of the standpat convention that the
combination is still going to load onto the people "all
Take Hall's Family Pills for coiv ed at the New Mexican . Printing P. Meridian, has filed notice of intend
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NEWS OF THE STATE
THE RIGHT THING.
Mrs. J. H. Campbell will commence
at once to Instruct our school children
in singing patriotic songs, to he ren- ered at the grounds during the jubilee
and between the various sport
events. The parents are requested to
urge their children to enter into this
form of entertainment with enthusiasm. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
IT IS LIBERTY.
Any man who can't argue

or disagree with any other mau on politics
or religion without losing his temper
and resorting to harsh adjectives and
ugly daubs hasn't any business with
either politics, religion or a temper.
It is a God given liberty to exercise
hoth political and religious freedom.
Alamogordo Advertiser.

PAGE SEVEM

however, to build up a business nearly so profitable as formerly, and It is
for this that he claims damages of
The fly, with spongy feet, collects lie invisible fJerniH of diseases, spreads
?J,000 from the defendant company.
The mosquito with
The contract provided, among other them over our food und poisons us with typhoid and chuk-ra- .
its bite
into our veins miliaria and yellow fever. The bacteria of consumpthings that the milk should contain tion, or injects
are
us
for
brcutlio
to
into our lungs. The blood
grip,
everywhere
4 per cent butter fat;
Uiat the milk which flows through our veinspresent
and arteries is our
It should contain
must be milked In sanitary closed healthy red and white blood corpuscles capable protection.
of warding off these disease
Dr.
is
Golden
Pierce's
blood
numerous
Medical
and
germs.
a
other
medicine and aiterativo
pails;
Discovery
provisions
for cleanliness and sanitation. The made entirely without alcohol, a pure glyceric extract of bloodroot, golden seal,
mandrake
and
Oregon
Gtone
grape
root,
queen's
root,
root, which has enjoyed a
contract was made for two years to
The refreshing ingood reputation for over forty years.
date, from August 10, 1912. Roswell
fluence of this extract is like Nature's influence the blood
News
is buthed in the tonio which gives lilc to the blood
the
viti.l fires of the body burn brighter and their increased
activity consumes the tissue rubbish which has accumulated
MAXWELL WILL
during the winter.
" About forty years bco whila In Newark, New Jrrsny. t had cMIls
HAVE
nnil fever," writes Mr. Michael Maouikk. of National Military Home,
Kuns. "I went to Kansas City and in the spring of 1S77 the chills ami

Are the Fly and Mosquito Dangerous?

many are subscribers of
papers, even the Messenger list has
nearly doubled in the past two
months Moriarty Messenger.
g

FROM DROWNING.
The sudden and tragic end of Con
ductor A. F. Johnson last week cast
a shadow of gloom over his widej
circle of friends in this city. Conductor Johnson was found early Wednesday morning lying face downward
iu a shallow pool of water and" sand
DEATH

PROFESSIONAL CARDS?

Jp?

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
and.

Attorney

FOR RENT G room house witi
furniture or not, Oct. 2. D. S. Low
itski.

P. DAVIES,

EDWARD

Counselor at Law.

Hooma

17-1- 8

Caplt.1 Olty Bank Building,
Suuta Fe, New

Absistant District
Judicial District.

FOR RENT Housekeeping and bed
rooms, modern. 179 Palace Avenue.
Call 3D J.

Mexico

Attorney,

First

FOR RENT Four rooms for house-- !
keeping. Private bath. 400 San Fran-- I

HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

cisco

Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Lund Claims and Contests a Specialty

PUMPKIN
PIE DAY

WANTS

street.

''

FOR SALIC Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C.
Watson & Co.

f'. ver
In the Puerco river a short distance
returner). Doctors ami pvurythimr I
failed to do me
took
Finally I saw Dr. Pierce's Goltlcn Moilieal Discovery advertised. Ipol.
east of the swinging bridge. The
'"'t'1
of I and the chills vanished. In nl.out fe year afterward
V"e
G. W. PRICHARD,
wMNjafcffKife
i leu mem comini? dack bo i jrot anotner Louie nnrt have, never had
water was scarcely, three inches deep
N.
M. Arrangements
Maxwell,
any symptoms of fever or nmie since. That i all of twenty yearn afro,
and Counaella.- - at Law.
Attorney
wnere me ooay was round but the have been completed with the Santa
I
f"r had the chills ahout twelve years bu'uo J 'aru.-- to take. 'Golden
WANTED
Boy or man to drive
iu
Practice
all the District Court
Medical
"
Discovery.'
body was almost entirely submerged Fe railroad to run a Pumpkin Pie
milk
Capital City
Apply
wagon.
and
to
attention
M.
casei
gives
Maquikb, Esq.
special
Dr. Pierce's P'leaseat Pellets are tor liver Ills.
in the soft sand underneath.
train out of Las Vegas for the pump- Dairy, Phone 230 W.
before the State Supreme Court.
Mr. Johnson returned from a trip to kin
pie celebration at Maxwell, on
Office: Laugnlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M
Belen before midnight Tuesday night
28. This train leaves Las
FOR
SaLE Fine black driving
ana secured his monthly pay check Stptember
7
in
of
o'clock
the
at
morning
Vegas
and good buggy. Apply 257 Sao
horse
EASLEY
&
EASLEY,
and had it converted into money. the 28th. A cheap rate has been
.
DON'T BE THAT.
. Chat. R. Eailey, Francisco street.
Chas. F. Easley,
If you are a knocker it's because When found he had nearly all o the made for the occasion. Maxwell in-- !
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
an
ReFOR SALE National Cash
you don't understand the advantages money, his watch and other things in tends to make this celebration
Practice in the Courts and before
tv Tf can "hear his pockets. There wa no evidence annual affair and wishes to show the
new.
drawers
practically
gistertwo
Land Department.
of fabulous prices cheaper goods and of foul play of any kind, and it is be people of northern New Mexico what
O. C. Watson & Co.
Land grants and titles examined.
mat ne eitner missed the path can be accomplished in this line. A New York, Sept. 2". A general will take the names of the families
getter business men than in your"evea
of
strike
waiters
to
N.
Santa
and
the foot of the bridge and walked very elaborate program has been ar-- ;
M., branch Office, Eston
cooks, which that adopt them.
Fe,
home town, it proves that you belong
FOR SALE Good team or young
cia, N. M.
City .Superintendent Maxwell gave
to the outside class who sit around on over the edge of the Puerco or was ranged which will have something will paralyze every nr:;t class restaur-mountain
horses, for driving or ridI
the street corners and talk about Passing down the foot path which doing every minute from the time; ant and hotel in this city at the open-- out the figures Tuesday relating to
Fe Hardware and Supply
Santa
ing.
what "they ay' and never investi-- passes close to the brink of the river this Las Vegas special arrives until it ing of the winter season, is the latest, the opening of the public schools on HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc. Co.
I
Work-12.
plan of the International Hotel
TISE?
leaves,
The pupils on
September
regis!-- '
gate the truth for themselves. Lake- - and accidently fell in.
,
.
A
.
... ,
...
c4nt....
i mu.i.
c.o T7.iw.i-omit-uTell your story to
l ne jurv at the coroner's inquest re- - rnlln.tnn inI.. mtT piugram. .
hi V...
uy unc ui ei last weunestiay were T.Jl,4(i.;, an
wood Progress.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
10:30 a. m. Bail game; Maxwell v itne local union ornciais says: .
turned a verdict of accidental drown- increase of 18,;!H2 over those on re2,000,000 Readers 'or
stairs over Andrews' store. Inup
"Election night has bom practical- - gister a year ago. The attendance
Twelve Dollars.
ing. He was a man of rather weak some good team, Purse $25.00.
CAPITAN LIKELY.
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
12 noon.
Committee serving, pump- jly decided uton as the psychological was much less than the register
We will place your
advertlw store.
Capitan has surely been the biggest structure and was undoubtedly quickly Kin
moment that will Help to bring home G40.435. an
uiti mw ihpaient n 25 leading newspapers'
nf
pie ana ciaer.
Sur.
town in the county during the past overcome and exhausted bv the strug
LOS'i A large silver mounted tur
i p. m. uace lor gins under la; to the employers more forcibly than attendance the previous year.
The day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- quoise pin, Indian design. Return to
ten days with political conventions, gle to pull himself from the soft sand
n
,
de-;
irsi
second
ever
years,
the justice of the men's
prize,
number of children on part time was
prize
and race ir the bottom of the Puerco.
receive re- scriptive circular FREE.
252 Palace avenue and
good roads conventions
mauds. No more strikes in the dull
an increase of 9,440 since last THE PROBERT ADVERTISING'
aid.
meetings and two or three important
1:1a p. m Race for boys under 15isason like the last one is the slogan.
SUIT FOR DAMAGES.
September.
sessions of the court before the jusAGENCY,
first prize, ?2.00, second prize Strike when business is at its flood,
C. F. Geyer lias filed a suit
Ah, those wonderful, those amazing
A home for a home lover. Several
tice of the peace, with litigants from
New Mexico.
against yeais.
Taos,
1,00,
and strike all over the city. Unless mustaches of Louis Plantier!
What
furnished rooms with conven-- ;
other precinct, the town has been full the Bonded Abstract and Security
newly
m.
100
1:30
p.
open.; the - individual nroDrietors
reach an a life they have led Louis what joy,
of people from various parts of the company tor ?i,5US.J9.
The com- - Pm.c r.r.im T fift yard dash,
iences of home. .Mrs. Robinson, cor. .
i
rn
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
y
" '
unaerstanaing wun tne organization what sorrow has come of them!
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
Capitan peo- - pany charges that f50S.39 is due for
,
county. Come again,
Dentist.
"
Ol tile Hotel workers Wltllln tne next
..
milk
to
Twenty-fivthe
root
nnmnnnv
und
defendant,
rarriznzn
vmi
will
years ago, in Lyons,
pie
Over
Store.
COW
..,
for
Spitz
ri,nnlnSJewelry
ml,e'
ponies only.
will walk out on they began their career. Lyons on
the nrtrlitinnol ,nnA
-FOR RENT To one or two men,
Outlook.
ua"' First prize $25.00. second prize $15.00. few weeks, the men
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
election night and prevent the res- the Rhine in la belle France. Louis
ages to Mr. Geyer s business.
nc invalid; one nicely furnished front
fi.
tnird prjze $10m
I'hone
Red
taurants from feeding the hungry was young, he was beautiful. The
GOT TOO GAY.
bed room, electric light, bath and teleThe complaint is a lenghty one, and
-- .,.,..
i
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
i
"9
"
IJUIC, flu.
the horse show week mustaches were black, and glossy,
With
thrones.
6icn
,l,- -.
""."."(5
,1,.
phone; with American family, three
.
.
...
II IS
.
..
George Pleasant and Janey Moffett, iw. uniftco aio uumei uus.
And
2:15 n" m Hncoa rana 'mil vnpdo ano. ..me
by Appointment.
oi tne granci opera and the curl- - oh, the curl! It was a
.
from Plaza. $15.00 per month
opening
blocks
hoth colored were brought into police chareed hv" thP nlinttff ' m
punien oniy. f irst prize $15.(JU, sec- season following closely the men will thing to turn one's head to another
Address K. C. A., New Mexican.
court Tuesday morning charged with things, that the defendant company nnrl nrize in no ti.i.vi
i
. nn
have an unusual advantage over the look.
M. DIAZ,
DR.
2:30 p. m Pumpkin rolling
disorderly conduct. The Moffett wom- nas not lived up to a contract made
proprietors."
TYPEWRITERS.
So it fell out with the rharminir
an went, to Pleasant's house Monday in July, 1912, by which Mr. Geyer
50 yards. First prize $2.00,
DON GASPAR Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
RESIDENCE,
A remarkable Illustration of the af--,
to
should
wi
Mn,.n,n.,r
sell
si,
the
Bonded
in
fnthHi,o
a
and
Abstract
very
lively
engaged
night
prize $1.00.
finity between twins is found, sayjneld tne mustaches, she exclaimed in:
AVE
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
racket and quarrel with Pleasant's and Security company all the milk
2:15 p. m. Horse race, ouen to all
pnysictans at uayonne. n. j., in tne ller heart( ..how mKUjlit.ent!" She
Typewriters sold, exchangee,
plies.
Red
wife. Pleasant, it is said, held his secured from his sixty cows, for half mile. First
220
Phone,
prize $25.00, second sudden death of Patrick Carr, 15; looked
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Louis observed her the
wife while Janey did some tall fistic which Mr. Geyer Bhould receive 25 prize 15.00, third
again,
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA All repair work and typewriters guarprize $10.00.
monins oio, exactly uve minutes alter miephipf waa
work about her face. Pleasant was cents a gallon. The milk deliveries
3 p. m.
Relay horse race; three' his sister Elizabeth had died. Eliza- anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex750
to
from
800
pounds a day. cnanges, nan mile eacli. First prize Betn who had been ill of summer com
Phone, 237 Black
They were married, and happily;
given a mixlmun fine of $25 and costs ranged
change. Phone 231.
and Janey Moffett, $10 and costs. These deliveries continued until Sept. fou.uu; second
lived in quaint old Lyons, this
prize $25.00.
died last Sunday midnight. Five they
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
OFICE
plaint,
0, last, when the defendant company
now
Sheriff
are
at
Louise
Catherine.
and
But
there
"stopping"
They
The came
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
'
;
the call from Paris: Paris the
Young's hotel and they can serve out refused to accept the milk, claiming all. First prize $55.00 saddle- sec-- j
,
,
UNITED STATES FOR THE DI8-- '
it
soured. The company would not, ond prize $40.00 chapps; thi nl
their fine. Roswell News.
and rich, and magnificent, where L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
,
,
prize ,e
OF NEW MEXICO.
,m
TRICT
however, it is claimed, submit to the $15.00 pair spurs.
spend money .. as
though it
States of America, Plaintiff,
that the family physician could say people
United
PHYSICIAN
.1
i
milk tests provided for in the con- i'
and
n
SURGEON,
i.i.
it
VENUS LOOKS FINE.
B
Any horse winner in regular races was that the heart stnnned beatine "
' loauway.
No. 119.
vs.
e""'
iiuuuui. emer reiay race.
It is surely a pretty sight in the tract.
o they went to Pans, and opened tat! on BIOCK, Falace Ave., next American Valley Water Storage and
cause. The strange!
without
apparent
The horse racing and bucking con-- j
Venus district to see the stacks of
During the period between July 1 7
sis- tn ti little cate. .Marie Macaiidipre
rlnnr rn Wflla Rnrarn
Irrigation Company, Defendant.
a(Bnty tnat often ha8 bpen
feed, the fields of corn and in a few and September 0, there had been de- - test will be in charge of J. L. Humph- - ejdgt between twins 8(,ldom ,
ter of Catherine, they took as wait- niani.
It appearing from the complaint in
233
PHONE
one
wa
01
time cattlemen fegtefl
l"e
, as this.
ress. For a while all was well.
,
days the corn shocks dot the fields. livered to the Bonded Abstract and
the
above entitled cause that the same
Residence
Hotel.
Palace
ftg
,
Like the Mountain valley people ttie Security company yuwo.of, worth nf ot tn,s section, and he is sure to make
t inn a nf the fiftieth nnnivpr- RB lis commenced for the purpose of re- PhnnA
fntnl
Main
Than
the
(Vl
inuQtnehoa'
itarip
milk, of which only $100 had been it a success.
settlers around Venus are farmers
rrr: moving a cloud upon the title to real
The committee in charge of the pie sary of the battle of Antietam was fell in love with them. And tnus-- '
men who came here for a home paid.
estate of plaintiff to certain lands
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS,
in the pub- taches have a weakness, you know,
the
for
program
Tuesday
have
undertaken
a
very larg lic
Mr. Geyer, previous to the agree- baking
What a contrast to the appearance
within the District ot New Mexico,
will
be
Sealed
women.
received
most
was
under
for
nrettv
schools
here
for
Marie
and
proposals
tonight
as they will have to bake
of, nine out of every ten claims along ment with the Bonded
it further appearing that the
and
vaAbstract and contract,
the
A.
of
G.
R
Commissioners
in
she
of
and
hy
the
and
Louis
County
eloped.
camps
pretty
the railroad or within a few miles Security company, had an extensive fiom the morning of SeptemLVr 27 riousauspicesof the
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up tojfendant American Valley Water Stor-weA more formal
parts
went.
city.
Catherine
London
until
noon,
2S,
3,000
they
September
pies.
from town. Here the majority of the route in the city, which route con- - fll nrrtn?.
ase and Irrigation Company, its agents
celebration with a military parade
ir tin ihia a ..or-,- ,
after him For a long time she twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the Sth or
Homesteaders wanted a piece of land sumed the entire output of his dairy.
officers, if any there be, is not an
of
6nd and and an oration by the Rev. Newell
for
1912,
October,
clew-day
haB been erected on tlle
the
furnishing
vain.
in
a
Then
sought
not for a home hut to hold for speThe customers on this route were:nn Pxnprt haker htrrt fnr thQ
"
"
Hillis, will take place in mustaches! A handsome man, with a materials ior one nriage to De DUiit
Dwight
culation. Riding on the New Mexico turned over in the contract to the ion. In
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the within the District of New Mexico or
to
addition
Brooklyn
a
all
a
Saturday.
had
small
had
the
wife,
charming
serving
Central train one gets a wrong im- Bonded Abstract and Security com- elsewhere, as shown by the return ot
Fifty-sichildren were taken from cafe, in
a place, No, Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
pie that everybody may wish, the
the marshal for the District of New
pression of the country he sees the pany, and it is claimed by Mr. Geyer purest cider will be served. In addition the New York Foundling Hospital his mustaches did not curl.
All
the
material
and
shall
work
be
They
vacant houses, the broken fences, the that the defendant company wrong-- ! the Ladies' Aid societies of
made on the 2Sth day of June,
the yesterday and placed aboard the train were after the British fashion they furnished and done in accordance Mexico,
1010 anrl Yiv
ffllavlt nf T.orftV O
uncultivated fields and wonders what fully, negligently and carelessly con- - churches will serve meals on
the that left the Pennsylvania Station for dropped and the ends swept his
br jMoo're,
?peciflcations
and that the
fled
supports the liftle towns along the ducted its milk business and its de- - grounds.
herein,
Esq.,
the West, where homes have been ob- shoulders. But they were gone. To
Bridge company of Kan said defendant has not voluntarily apline. One of these days the road nvenes or milk to costumers.
.
tained for them. The children range Germany, she was told.
sas
City, Missouri, on file in the office
through to. Albuquerque will be compeared in this cause; and that said
Mr. Geyer was compelled in the
It will not pay you to waste your from iS months to 7 years, and all
In Berlin she sought, and after a of the County Clerk at Santa Fe, defendant cannot be served personal- pleted and pass through Venus and face of this alleged carelessness and time writing out
forms were dressed in their very best. At long,
legal
be
where
seen
examinand
'your
of
they may
time she heard again
Mountain valley country.
y either in this district or elsewhere.
This in
to start a milk
can get them already print-th- e the hospital Monday afternoon Sister those long
for when
A ed.
unmistakable mustaches.
Itself will help advertise the country, negligence, of said milk. wagoncaus-- ed at youthe New
It is ordered that said defendant do
This
Mexican
the
Teresa
delivery
Vincent,
superintendent, little grey they were now, and turned
Printing
Each bid must be accompanied by appear, plead, answer or demur here- for seeing is believing.
ed great loss and infinite expense, Company.
said the children would go into good
up, as the Kaiser set the fashion. a certified check in the sum of ten iu on Monday, October 7, 1912, and
The Venus people are optimistic and inconvenience and forced him to
homes belonging to farmers, ranchers Himmel! The
about the future of their country, build
that a copy of this order be published
points touched the eye- - per cent of the amount of bid
Latest sporting news In the Santa and merchants in Nebraska, Minneso- lashes of meinherr,
up as best he could a new list of
Parties desiring so to do, may also in the Santa Fe New Mexican,
Catherine was
a
are
they
learning the proper methods, customers. He has not been able, Fe New Mexican. Read It.
children
ta and North Dakota. The
told.
But she was too late. Louis submit plans and prices of their own, daily newspaper published within the
and Marie had gone to America.
and the Board of Commissioners
district of New Mexico, once a week
Plantier came to New York. serves the right to reiect anv and for six consecutive weeks, the last
iears sne searcneu ior kouis anu uie an Dius or to accept any bid made puoncation to ne made at least one
mustaches. The other day she found that in their judgment is for the best week before said return day.
them.
Alas! their beauty is gone, interest of Santa Fe County, New,' Bone in open court at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, this 13th day of August,
A.
They are very gray for it is 23 years Mexico.
D
WM. II. POPE,
since Louis and Marie ran away from:.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Paris and they are cropped across,,1
Chairman.
Judge,
after the odious American manner.! Attest: M.O.ORTIZ Clerk.
.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
But the same mustaches, and thei
same Louis.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
in
So now Marie is
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
her sister's suit for divorce, and Department
of the Interior, U. S.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Louis is in prison for not paying
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
CITY
old
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
promptly certain temporary alimony,
September 13, 1912.
Sic transit gloria mustaches!
Notice is hereby given that Raffaelej April 12th, 1909, made Homestead
of
GOING OUT
Section
'Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on, Entry No. 09579 f NE
August 22, 1905, made Homestead 24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E N. M.
for SE
NV P. Meridian, has filed notice of inEntry No.
YOU
n-GOING TO
tention to make Final Three Year
e
sw
Sec. 13 and NE
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N Proof, to establish claim to the land
"New Mexico's Opportunity," is the Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed; above described, before Harry C. Kin-sel- l,
r
V. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
title of an article printed in the Sep- notice of intention to make
tember issue of the San Diego Exposi proof, to establish claim to the land N. M., on the 4th day of November,
of
tion
and is from the above described, before Register or 1912.
in
marClaimant names
as witnesses:
pen of John B. Dugger, assistant im- - Receiver, V. S. Land Office, at Santa
migration commissioner. He says injFe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy. N. M.:
November, 1912.
the introduction:
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
"Our great state of New Mexico pre-sents some wonderful opportunities pr'ego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley-- and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
M- NMuel Pettine,;
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to the farmer, miner and stock raiser bf ofLeJba'
11
M- Joh Petti"e- - '
'
ar'
it
and the citizens of that state have
Register.
JAPANESE KIMONAS.
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.
in their hands to make these opportu-!mllarc'"a',UI'1J
The biggest stock to pick from In the state. Pay you to lay in a
nities known to the hundreds and;
Long Kimonai very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
"1'"7.
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
5c
and women
thousands of men
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c
65e 35c
,
Linnen Torchons, 10, 121-- 2 and 15c grades
wait-5c
throughout the country who are
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
FOR PUBLICATION.
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
5 and 10c
ing for just such information. Gov- - L
Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the
ernor W C. McDonald has already
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
N. M.
,
, ,
,
,
Patrn
$3, $11, $4.33, $5
5c
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards tor 6c to close at 10 yards
71-2Max,
10 and 15c grades
commission to arrange for New
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
5c
Niagara made high grade
Notice ,g
tnat'joSo'p
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades
icos representation a the great Pan- - Gonzales of hereby
20c
Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
Santa Fe N M
QD
held
to
be
exposition
A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
$6, $10 and $12, Now
made homestead
Aprfl x
t
3f $6
,
Mex-New
191o.
San
in
Diego, Calif..
3 oz. 26 inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,
No i09661-0407for NE
Section SECOND CLASS TICKETS,
YOUNHNEN'S OVERCOATS.
ico can not spend too much mney
now
19 North, Range 10 East,
$2.10
Township
in advertising at this exposition and x
It will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need It In another
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
haa fllori
pH
Mri(11nn
$1.65
TO CALIFORNIA
no lack of thought should be given to notjc of Intention to make
week or two. Kirschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now.. 85c
r
a
should
a means 01 geuing resuus i.um uiai proof tf estaD;is-- cIaim to the ,and
keep you warm and snug
length ulster that
..$10, $5
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
interest which it will be possible to!tl00ve degcribed( befor Register or
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regcreate among these millions of peo--, Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
$12.50
ple-iFe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of PORTLAND.ORE. AND
and have one at both ends of ths line for what you been paying
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS
CM AC
, Mr. Dugger's article
is illustrated October, 1912.
for one.
A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
THE NORTHWEST
of
a
ditch
names
Claimant
half
a
as
with
witnesses:
page picture
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3.... $1.50
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
25c
near Deming showing! Eucamaclon Gonzales,
and pump
Francisco
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
$1
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$7.50
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1
vividly how New Mexico is becoming Dominguez, M. Domiriguez and Rafaei
45c
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50
Dates of sale, Sept. 25th to
$1.00
prosperous by the aid of vast irriga- Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
October 10th, 1912.
MANUEL
OTERO.
R.
tion enterprises.
"
s
allowed.
Register.
Remember the Low Summer
You .cannot get up to date printing
Tourist rates to California and reAre You a Seller? An advertiseunless you have up to date material
The New Mexican ment in the classified columns of the turn in effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.
and facilities.
Printing company has both, and at New Mexican will put your real esthe same time expert mechanics. tate on the market effectively. It will
m m
Tour orders are always assured per- put the facts of your property before H. 5. LUTZ
Santa Fe. N. M. V
the eyes of all possible buyers.
sonal attention.
j
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THE

PEOPLE OF THIS
have never before in the
a feast bargains as they have had at our
PRICES during the last week.

town's history had
OF

Some of our best friends came in a
Iitte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE the highest grade of merchandise that we could find
the
kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will

'
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and takes great delight In educating
enthusiasts in the cause of spreading
vial
a knowledge of Castillian's melli(Continued from page one.)
fluous tongue.
hjk sal,J Dressed poultry, nens
Germany, Russia and Japan, latest adTHE WEATHER
and
spring chickens, peaches, pears
vices from Pekin appear to be conDenver, Colo., Sept. 2I5. The
and prunes, 2 cents per pound. Good
vincing.
forecast is tonight generally fair
clean wheat, $1.85 per 100 pounds.
nas reThe British ''government
and warmer Tuesday; cloudy
T
p.
X with rain in north portion.
treated from the position supporting
Two
Good
Comedie. at the Elks to- A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
the Hong Kong and Shanghai bank as
See
them
njght
a result of newspaper attacks, which sees more people in one day than you
Plant 5,000 Trees Col Jacobo
IN TELEPHQNING
can see in a month. Try one.
accused it of backing a monopoly.
Chavez has decided to plant 5,000 ap
The New Mexican, If your business ple trees on his Manzano ranch seven
s about advertising, subscriptions or miles from Mountainair, as he finds
job work, please call up "31 W." If those lands produce excellent fruit.
you wish to speak to the editor or give Col. Chavez has brought home some
any news, please phone "31 J."
of the apples grown there and experts pronounce . them without a
blemish.
DEMOCRATIC MEETING.
V
Every sweet mouth in Santa Fe Is
There will be a democratic X watering for a taste of . ing Ton chocrally at the legislative hall this X olates soon to arrive.
Have Splendid
Service. At the
evening at eight .; o'clock when X
demo- - X
Hon. H. B. Fergusson,
Sunday evening service of St. John's
NOTCH
ft r
cratic nominee for congress, will
Methodist Episcopal church there
Fe
were six
address the people" of Santa
Reverend
conversions.
Baking days are
on the democratic issues of the
Shimer preached, a strong and beauIn
days"wheayou use Calumet.
tiful sermon from the text The Sumcampaign. Mr. Fergusson arrived
Hitmer is Ended, ,Ter.
and his hearat noon today from Albuquerque.
Powder
It's
the
ers were deeply moved. The service
Baking
The democratic state committee
was well attended and good music
has requested the New Mexican
always wanted at the
you've
was rendered by the choir.
to insert a notice of the meeting.
price you'd like to pay.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for renc.
The finest rooms In the city, having
It saves money because it is
To
conveniences. Including
KASNER KAft auto lur hire. Phone all modern
in cost and use.
economical
electric light, steam heat and batha.
141 J.
lo-!
It
insures
perfectly raised and
Some money was found and the The European Hotel, centrally
lood because it
owner can have same by Identifying cated. State Progressive Headquartdelicious
I
!
it and paying for this advertisement, ers in the hotel.
lis oure and uniformly
on the
New Mexican office.
Through Saskatchewan
LUsebytw TKtcL,
Tn fact --it- o- nnA
Northern Pacific at the Elks' tonight.
I fc
Elks'
at
Pictures
Five
the
tonight.
When It Comes To Selling Things To Eat,
Take the trip.
Don't miss them.
you as good or even bct-Itis
That'
Roosevelt
West.
deed
A
Deed.
Sweeping
warranty
Warranty
results than the higher
was filed in County Clerk Marcelino the news brought here by traveling!
In Quality and Price, We'll Not Be Beat !
baking powders.
in
been
who
men
railroad
have
'priced
and
Ortiz's office by S. C. McCrimmon and
wife to John D. Caldwell, land in Denver recently and heard the former j
It is guaranteed to d( this.
president address 14,000 people in;
precinct No. 4; consideration $2.
1 ry a can today.
larg-the
Denver.
was
"That
declared
j
a
If you are
pajama man, Sir, you'll
'
be greatly interested in our new suits., est attendance at any political meetRECEIVED
HIGHEST AWARDS 1
ing in Denver," said one Denverite in
Salmon's
8
World's Pure Food E xpo-itioThere will be a special called meet- the city today. It has been suggested
i
HI.; Paris Exposition, France,
In
the
orators
will
need
'Chicago,
Mr.
Taft
that
ing of the Women's Home Missionary
Z.
191
March,
as
as
much
district
mountain
toRocky
society of St. John's M. E. church,
25
slNNY M0NDAY S0AP
morrow afternoon at 2:30 at the home in the Empire state.
7
The Suits and overcoats we are sellof Mrs. S. H. Failor, 304 College street.
n
Vmf Ann't smie mnnev when uou buv cheat) or
baking povider. Don't be mislead. Buy Calumet.
at $22.50, $25.00 and $27.50 make
ing
must
cold
make
you
These
days
PACKAGES OF STARCH .
results.
'
Calumet is far superior to sour milk ""d Sep
best
,25
take
and
economical
stand
exclusive
more
4 I
the
up
tailors
It's more
wholesomegives
think of fall and winter clothes and
the Capital Tailor has just what you notice. Salmon's..
Dr. Meyer Bloomfield a noted lecturwant. The fabrics are the very latest
soap .
,25
diamond
8
creations and you know the fit is er formerly of Harvard University,
will lecture on vocational training or tember 13 of Miss Muriel Elizabeth PEACE CONFERENCE
lege.
guaranteed
A limited number will be enrolled
the new education in the chapel at the wluiamB daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F BEST
IS IN SESSION.
2
take
on
a
lone
When aoina
journey,
ac
should be made bes.
and
U.
was
inaian
scnooi
ruesaay
Mrs.
Williams
evening
Williams.
with you, says the guide books "Pin
jHowe
Geneva, Switzerland, Sept. 23. The fore arrangements
inter-- ! bofore
all
others
7:30.
and
of
Teachers
the
hour
lessons, that
Miss
Elizabeth
giving
her nmrriage
Ton" chocolates.
nineteenth international peace confer-- ,
0F MEX,CAN BEANS
,25
8 IbS.
ested in education are cordially invit- - Kendrick. daubhter of the late B'ehop ence
be ordered and to secure
books
may
Asked to Name
Mayor
with
here
the ring- enrollment.
Delegates
opened
today
Celso Lopez has been asked by the ed to attend and the Indian school Kendrick of the Episcopal church.
ing of the "Liberty Bell" cast some
it
stated
desires
that
Worman's for beginners, 45c.
been
has
Word
management
Convention
That
National Irrigation congress to name
from the metal of a cannon,
will enjoy a treat. Mr. Bloom- - received from those in charge of the years ago
DeTonios book, 1.50, from all bookswords
and
by
delegates to the convention which they
bayonets
presented
meets in Salt Lake City September 30 field has been employed orby the gov-m ocean to Ocean Highways convention various' nations on the initiative of r. stores.
ernment to give a series
lectures
Exercise books, 5c, at the College.
that It is desired to postpone the W. C. MacDowell of Newark, an Amerto October 3.
4
4
schools. '
date of holding it in Santa Fe until ican delegate. Every country in the
Bring a pencil.
Get an anti splasher for your faucet, theBeIndian
comfortable and you can be so November 20. As the Scottish Rite world except Italy was represented.
15c at Goebels.
Professor J. A. Wood will teach
winter
his
and
Gerdes
will be In session here at that time
Americans was Mrs. El- bookkeeping each Tuesday and Thursthe
The place to buy shoes is at the by patronizing,
Among
to
feel
good
an effort is being made to get the mer V. Black, chairman of the propa- day at 7:30. Enrollments should be
shoe store. The only shoe store in specials. It makes you
convention here for Septem- ganda committee of the American secured at once and not leave it until
the city is Pflueger's. The only place seeIn them.
The District Court. The suit highways
ber 25.
peace and arbitration league and pres-ide- class nights.
where shoes are made a study. There
vs.
and
Quintana
of the women's progressive ecoIs where you get the benefit of this brought by Bergere
on
insurance
notes
Shorthand, Typewriting, Spelling,
poliRoybal, over
'..i
study. See advertisement on page cies, is still occupying the attention PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SEC- nomic league.
and other subjects every
Penmanship
eight.
TION 5, ARTICLE 21 OF THE
two nights being
a
the
In
which
court
held
week,
of
the
district"
night
' The New Church
OF NEW
SPANISH CLASS.
CONSTITUTION
Organ a drama by night session Saturday and continued
alloted to each student. No books to
MEXICO.
Essany at the Elks' tonight.
this
Mr. Antonio Lucero has pleasure to buy. No classes. Individual teaching.
taking testimony. An- For reliable electric work see other morning
THE
JOINT RESOLUTION NO. G.
suit was 'that of the Santa Bar-- ;
announce
that he will commence a Enroll early to find a seat.
Sparks. Prices always reasonable, bara Tie and Pole company vs. Miss
";
Section
of
new
MONDAY NEXT at 7:30
Amendment
on
class
for
WALTER NORTON,
providing
service prompt.
Clara D. True, Miss Frances True andj Five (5) Article Twenty-on(XXI) sharp, and continue each Friday and
President.
Home Cooking Sale The Woman's Miss
HEADQUATERS FOR
Mary T. Bryan. The tie com-- ,
of the Constitution of the State of Monday at the Santa Fe Business Col
Santa Fe Business College.
Aid society of the
Presbyterian pany alleging ties had been taken out
New Mexico. H. Sub. S, J. R. No.
HIGH-GRAD- E
church will hold a sale of home cooked of the Rio Grande and wished the
5., Filed May 29, 1912.
HAVE 'YOUR WATCH
articles next Friday afternoon from court to issue an injunction.
Attorone to five o'clock. The sale will be ney J. H. Crist represented the de- Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
the State of New Mexico:
held in Mr. Winter's store. All ladies fendants and Renehan and Wright the
beSection Five (5) of Article
WATCH will run without
That
do
so
will
cooking
kindly
sending
tie company.
oil or cleaninrj longer than
e
fore one o'clock.
(21) of the Constitution
Chocolate is just as much of a food Twenty-onOpens Tonight Lovers of the Span- as meat or bread. "Pin Ton" Choco- of the State of New Mexico,
any other piece of machinish language will have the pleasure lates are good food.
"This state shall never enact any
ery but it needs both occasionand honor of no less a personage than
The thermome- law restricting or abridging the right
ally. ?
The Temperature
g
the secretary of state, Antonio Lucero, ter
on account of race, color
If you will consider that the rim of
ranged from 33 to 60 degrees yes- of suffrage
a3 their teacher at the Business Colcondition of servitude;
or
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
huprevious
and the average relative
miles a day, you will not grudge your
lege tonight. Mr. Lucero is a scholar terday was 18
cent. The lowest and in compliance with the requiremidity
per
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
of the said act of Congress, it
Ar
temperature during last night was 39' ments
Time Pieces
hxce a year. It will increase the
Is
provided that ability to read,
41.
hereby
m.
was
a.
6
today it
li
degrees and at
and accuracy of your watch.
and understand the EngLeave your watch with us
Says the weather man: "Yesterday write, speak
was a clear and colder day with a lish Language sufficiently well to conoffice without
temperature of nine degrees below the duct the duties of the
shall be a
an
of
aid
the
interpreter,
LATEST IN
normal. There was a heavy frost
dah- necessary qualification for all state
to
was
destructive
which
quite
10
state legNOW IS THE TIME
lias, nasturtiums and other tender officers and members of the
islature."
melon
plants, squash, cucumber vines,
Be, and the same hereby is amendand 'other tender vegetables, but the
CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.
folmore hardy varieties of plants and ed so that the same shall read as
lows,
exThe
temperavegetables escaped."
Finest Sweet'Peas in the Southwest.
ARTICLE XXI.
Flowers all the time.
ture Saturday ranged from 35 to 58
Sec. 5. This state shall never en
with an average relative humidity of
act any law restricting or abridging
48 per cent.
MISS A. MUGLER,
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr
Phone Black 12.
The Williams Happy A card has the right of suffrage on account of
STOKE.
DOWN TOWN STAND, BUTT BROS,' DHUO
been received from Oceansfde, Califor- race, color or previous condition of
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaA.
nia, announcing the birth there Sep- - servitude.
SITUATION

IN

CHINA

The issue of the independent loan
is largely due to the efforts of Dr.
George Morrison, former correspondent of the London Times, in Pekin
and now political adviser to the president of the Chinese republic. He
spent a month in London conferring
with financiers and politicians.
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The Happy
Habit

"The Home of Quality Groceries"
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Strive
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and
Clocks.
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FALL MILLINERY
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Your Coal Bill

Ghe WILSON

market Co.
West Side of Plaza

HEATER

with the celebrated Hot Blast
Down-Drais the only heater
wh.vh actually burns all of the
fuel put into it. The Hot Blast
Down-Draf- t
creates perfect
romriiistinn and the fumes
which rise from the fuel, ordi
narily escaping unburned in
nther stoves, are all con
sumed and turned into heat in the Wilson.
It has been ascertained that the fumes
which 'aK$ from the fuel constitutes 40
ot
per cent of the entire
. heating power
.'11
the fuel. Buy a Wilson ana get an
the heat you are paying for.

Have Added a Complete

Line of

GROCERIES
To their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

-

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.

NEWS.

SPECIALS

Governor W. C McDonald has gone liquor in the character of the business
to his ranch at Carrizozo. He is ex- it will transact.
LOOKS AFTER INDIANS.
pected back by Thursday when the
John F. Armstrong is here as special
equalization board reconvenes.
U. S. alloting agent and is stopping at
GOING TO SALT LAKE.
State Engineer French will leave the U. S. Indian Industrial school. He
early next week for Salt Lake City to looks after land matters for Indians off
attend the twentieth national irrlga- - the reservation and he says there are
tlon congress which will convene there 1,000 or more Apaches In Arizona who
Mr.
September 30 to October 3. El Paso Is have not lived on reservations.
.sending a delegation in a private car Armstrong has been a successful Monland a big crowd Is going from Las tana mining man and has a very fine
the Elephan; nugget he dug out of a Helena mine.
'Cruces, representing
NOTES OF OFFICIALS.
Butte Water Users' Association.
A. G. Pollock, recently designated
ALLEGED CATTLE THIEF.
Policeman
Mounted
McHughes "charge d'affaires" of the Yuma Inbrought Elisha Leslie to Socorro dian agency, loaves tomorrow for Fort
Yuma, California, to take up his duties,
charged with larceny of cattle.
He will be there for several months.
MORE FISH COMING.
Warden de Baca has received a teleCorporation Commissioner M, . S.
gram announcing another large ship- Groves has returned from Denver
ment of fish fry, to be used in stocking where he attended a meeting of the in
terstate commerce commission which
the Pecos river.
heard two cases of interest: that of
PROCESSES SERVED.
Processes have been served on In- the National Livestock association ovsurance Commissioner Jacobo Chavez, er rates and of the National Wool
by Eugene Balrd, receiver, vs. the Growers association over minimum
Maryland Casualty company over an weights of shipments and packages.
Reese H. Beddow, the newly apinsurance policy said to cover loss by
burglary. The plaintiff alleges that pointed mining inspector, says he is
the insurance policy was taken to pro and has been for many years a resident of Gallup, McKinley county and
tect the Citizens State Bank of
rosa against loss by robbery up to the not of Lincoln county a was atated in
sum of $5,000 and that on February 3, this paper the other day. " Mr. Beddow
will probably continue to - make his
1912, the bank was robbed of $3,500.
AMENDMENT FILED.
headquarters at Gallup. ..which iWUl.
The San Pedro Mercantile and Sup- keep him in closer touch with mining
ply company has filed an amendment operations. He has held, several city
A
with the state corporation commission offices in Gallup.
increasing its capital stock from $6,000 sketch of Mr. Beddow Will be printed
; .
to $25,000 and including the sale of in the New Mexican tomorrow
j
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THE CHILDREN here for
Our Children's Shoe
Department is our particular
care. Here the growing feet are
pertly fitted to thoroughly comfortable
shoes of the very best quality, and they
are priced with moderation. Come and
look at our

BRING

THE

j

PLAZA MARKET GO

(

they mean real economy. Better values
than can be obtained elsewhere.
Gun Metal, Box
Calf, Vici Kid,
Patent Kid or Russian Calf for Boys and
Shoes in ButGirls. Well made,
ton or Blucher style. A size for every foot !

SCHOOL SHOES
foot-form-

ed

$1.00, $2.00, $3.00
to Size.
According

NATURE SHAPED SHOES
For young feet. Splendid leathers, together
The correct
with splendid shoemaking.
Shoes for growing feet !
The above are only a few of the good things in
FOOTWEAR. We'de be pleased to have you

'S

CHIL-DREN-

our splendid SHOE3.

.

test

,

PFLUEGER'S,
THP QHflPDV

